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Presidents Leading: The Dynamics and Complexities of Campus Leadership
Abstract
While the work of academics—teaching, research, and service—is the core of an institution, they need
someone who can attend to the following:
1. Manage their finances and budgets and provide key services, such as payroll, and health and retirement
benefits
2. Serve as a go-between to the scholars from different disciplines and coordinate individual course
offerings to create a coherent curriculum
3. Act as a conduit to outside councils, government agencies, alumni, donors, and communities when
representing, as well as defending, the academics
4. Steward, but more importantly increase, the available financial resources
5. Oversee facilities and ensure their maintenance
6. Serve periodically as a target for academic ardor and aggression
The nature of this position requires a single individual to be a leader, academic, planner, mediator,
politician, advocate, investment banker, conductor, showman, church elder, supporter, cheerleader, and, of
course, manager. These roles, and many more functions-including providing leadership; setting
institutional strategy; planning; financing; and ensuring compliance with multiple regulations, laws, and
policies (and politics)—are the domain of a campus head, a position labeled president or chancellor, vicechancellor or rector, depending on the continent and system.
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Leadership | Education Economics | Higher Education | Higher Education Administration
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not limited
V-'
tiresome activities
Such a role is not
limited to a particular
particular audi- ' e+.\.Y
ence, arena,
arena, or activity.
activity. It is ongoing
and can
can be exhausting.
former UniverUniverence,
ongoing and
exhausting. For former
sity
of Michigan
James Duderstadt,
Duderstadt, the
sity of
Michigan president
president James
the symbolic
symbolic role of the
the president
president
defending
academic values
values conjured
conjured images
the Wild
Wild West:
0
defending academic
images of the

I(.'

I

The president
both of the
the institution
institution /
The
president is expected
expected to be the defender
defender of the faith, both
itself and
and the academic
academic values so important
important to the university.
sometimes
university. I sometimes
itself
thought of this
this latter
latter role as roughly
roughly akin
that of a tired,
tired, old sheriff
sheriff in J
thought
akin to that
j'
frontier western
western town. Every day I would
would have to drag my bruised,
bruised, wounded
wounded
a frontier
carcass
strap on my guns,
guns, and
and go out into the
the main
main street
street to face
carcass out
out of bed, strap
whatever gunslingers
gunslingers had ridden
ridden in to shoot
shoot up the town
town that
that day. Sometimes
Sometimes
whatever
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these
icians; othe
these were
were polit
politicians;
otherr time
timess the medi
media;
otherr times
times vario
various
special
a; still othe
us spec
ial
inter
est
grou
ps
on
camp
us; even occa
sionally othe
interest groups on campus;
occasionally
otherr unive
university
leaders
such
as
rsity leaders such as
dean
deanss or regents.
18
regents.18

The
lution of the Pres
The Evo
Evolution
Presidency
idency
The
re of
dency have evolv
The tasks
tasks and
and natu
nature
of the
the presi
presidency
evolved
as high
higher
education
has
ed as
er educ
ation has
matu red as an industry. The presidency
matured as an industry. The presidency has not
not alwa
always
been as
as just
just desc
described.
ys been
ribe d.
Early Ame rican colleges were tightly conn
Early American colleges were tightly connected
various
religious
denominaected to vario
us religious deno mina tions and relig
ious appo
intees (ofte
tions, , and
religious
appointees
(oftenn rever
reverends)
servedd as their
their head
heads.
In the
the very
very
ends) serve
s. In
early colonial colleges, the president was
early colonial colleges, the president
among
equals
in
a
faculty
of
restfirst amo
ng equals in a faculty of resident masters; the position had no previous
dent masters; the position had
previous train
training
career
ladder,r, as
as indiv
individuing or care
er ladde
iduals came immediately from a faculty posit
als came immediately from a faculty position
become
president.
From
thesee
ion to beco
me president. From thes
begi
nnings, early
ons emer
ged rega
rding the
beginnings,
early tensi
tensions
emerged
regarding
the amo
amount
of influ
influence
presidents
unt of
ence pres
iden ts
versu
s
boar
ds
had
on
the
versus boards had
the insti
institution
and its direc
directionJ?
tutio n and
tion.19
r- By the 1800s, the presidency had evolved
By
the l800s, the presidency
evolved from
from the
the firstfirst-among-equals
tradi-iamong-equals trad
tion
to
one
in
whic
h presi
dent
s
were
sole
tion
to
one
in
which
presidents
were
sale
authority
figures,
a
position
of
power
auth
ority
figur
es, a position of pow er
[
L over college matters that Chri stop her Luca
over college matters that Christopher Lucass desc
described
"nearly
absolute.v-"
Durribed as "nea
rly abso
lute."20 Dur
ing
this
perio
d,
g
the
colle
ge
dent's job beca
in this period, the college presi
president's
became
increasingly
complex
and
burme incre
asingly comp
lex and burdensome as presidents oversaw activities
densome as presidents oversaw activities rang
ranging
from raisi
raising
fundss to
to disc
disciplining from
ng fund
iplin ·ng stud ents, collecting tuitio n and dispe
collecting tuition and dispersing
funds,s , recor
recordkeeping,
and
also
rsing fund
Jing students,
dkee
ping, and also
21
teach
ing.21
Administrative spec
ialization and
teaching.
Administrative
specialization
and dece
decentralization
had
not
yet
taken
ntralization had not yet take n
hold. By the mid-18oos, a philosophical belie
hold. By the mid-1800s, a philosophical belieff and prac
practical
reality
emerged:
coltical reali
ty emer
ged: colleges
ed to
separate facul
ty and
leges need
needed
to separate
faculty
and adm
administration.
Faculty
were
better
suited
inist ratio n. Facu
lty were bette r suite d
for
ging in
uctio n, and
inist rator s were
for enga
engaging
in instr
instruction,
and adm
administrators
were ne_
needed
for runn
running
the colcole ded for
ing the
lege.
rstan ding , a disti
nct adm
lege. From
From this
this unde
understanding,
distinct
administrative
class emer
emerged
and
the
inistrative class
ged and the
auth
ority of the
authority
the presi
president
grew.22
dent grew
. 22
In
s, aa new
econdary insti
In the
the late
late 1880
1880s,
new type
type of posts
postsecondary
institution
emerged.
one muc
muchh
tutio n emer
ged, one
more complex in its activities, mission, and
more complex in its activities, mission, and over
oversight-universities_and,
with
sigh t-un iver sitie s-an d, with
them , secular college presidents. Although
they often
often assu
assumed
the same
same auth
authori~, r-- them, secular college presidents. Although they
med the
orii
tative power that old-time college president
"
tative power that old-time college presidentss main
maintained,
their
jobs
were
differ-rtaine d, their jobs were diffe
"1 \ ent. The old-t
ime presi
dent "live
~ ~ _ent: The
old-time
president
"livedd at the
the colle
college,
not abse
absent
for long
long peri
periods
ge, was not
nt for
ods
~
of time, probably taught every mem ber of
the
~
of time, probably taught every member
the senio
seniorr class
class,, and
and knew
knew mos
mostt of
of the
the
: ~ stude nts by name," note d Frederick
23
Rudo
lph. 23 New
;PtstUdents
by name." noted Frederick Rudolph.
New-time
university
-time univ
ersity presidents,
pres iden ts,
rast, were
ved from stude
~i inin cont
contrast,
were more
more remo
removed
students
and teach
teaching
and
became
more
nts and
ing and beca me mor
e
,....__
involved in the man agem ent of their incre
r-,
involved in the management
their increasingly
complex
institutions,
even
in
asingly comp
lex institutions, even in
the early days of universities. Academic disci
the early days of universities. Academic disciplines
emerged
in the
the late
late 1800
18005s and
and
plines emer
ged in
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particularly in the
created
departmental structures
structures within
institutions, particularly
the universiuniversiwithin institutions,
created departmental
the curriculum
ties.
asserted their
their responsibility
responsibility over
over the
curriculum and
and the
further asserted
Faculty further
ties. Faculty
challenging
making,
decision
importance
of
their
involvement
academic
decision
making,
challenging
academic
in
their involvement
importance
president.
the
reach of the
the president.
the reach
At
the
turn
of
twentieth century,
century, university
university presidents'
presidents' positions
positions became
became
the twentieth
At the turn the
institutions grew.
increasingly
the missions
missions of the
the institutions
grew. Administrativ
Administrative e
complex as the
increasingly complex
oversight
include research
research laboratories
and observatories
observatories, , libraries,
libraries,
laboratories and
expanded to include
oversight expanded
diversificaWith this
athletics, facilities,
and performing
performing arts
arts centers.
centers. With
this functional
functional diversificafacilities, and
athletics,
the scope
tion,
administration n expanded,
expanded, as did
did the
scope of presidential
presidential
the administratio
the size of the
tion, the
manage
to
order
in
responsibility.
result, a bureaucratic
bureaucratic model
model emerged
emerged
order
manage the
the
responsibility. As a result,
Uniworked.
longer
no
model
multifaceted
organizations;
the
old-time
collegiate
model
longer
worked.
collegiate
old-time
the
;
organizations
multifaceted
versities were
presidents who would
would be akin
akin to captains
captains of industry
industry
looking for presidents
were looking
versities
and finance,
and thus
intimately steeped
steeped in students
students and
and student
student discipline,
discipline,
thus less intimately
finance, and
and
tion
bureaucratiza
increased
The
the
curriculum,
and
other
educational
affairs.
The
increased
bureaucratization
the curriculum, and other educational affairs.
regarding faculty
of higher
institutions created
created tension
faculty participation
participation in
tension regarding
education institutions
higher education
of
distant from
more
and
more
grew
academic
decision
making,
and
presidents
grew
more
and
more
distant
academic decision making, and presidents
such key
External fund
fund raising
raising also became
became vastly
vastly important.
important. Said Rudecisions. External
key decisions.
such
was one of the
university
and
dolph,
"The
financing
of
the
American
college
and
university
the
college
American
the
dolph, "The financing
the
problems that
that would
keep many
many of the
presidents overworked
overworked ...
... It was also
the presidents
would keep
problems
24
small
age
of
the
alumnus
and
the
philanthropic
foundation.S"
Even
small colleges befoundation."
philanthropic
the
age of the alumnus and
gan
break with
the tradition
tradition of religious
religious presidents
presidents and
and started
started to hire secular
secular
with the
to break
gan to
25
experience.
presidents
with
broader
financial
and
managerial
cxperience.P
managerial
and
financial
presidents with broader
After
the roles and
and responsibiliti
responsibilitieses of college
college and
and university
university
War II, the
World War
After World
this
during
trends
presidents
became
broader
and
more
external.
Important
trends
during
this time
time
Important
external.
more
and
broader
became
presidents
large-scale
of
included
explosion and
and the
the expansion
expansion
large-scale
enrollment explosion
tremendous enrollment
included a tremendous
the domain
was mostly
research funded
funded by the
the federal
federal government,
government, which
which was
mostly the
domain of
of
research
developed
also
universities
public
private research
research universities.
universities. Research
Research universities
developed
and private
public and
comprehensive
centers and
and athletic
athletic programs.
programs. Many
Many began
began to establish
establish
medical centers
comprehensi ve medical
well as
as
abroad,
work
development
an
international
footprint,
often
through
development
work
abroad,
a n international footprint, often through
recruitment of international
joint
research projects
and the
the intentional
international students
students
intentional recruitment
projects and
joint research
external
with
involved
more
and
more
and
scholars.
Presidents
found
themselves
more
and
more
involved
with
external
themselves
a nd scholars. Presidents found
affairs as these
demands grew, and
and they
they began
began to delegate
delegate much
much of
of the
the
external demands
these external
affairs
fithe
and
,
deans
and
provosts
institutions
internal
academic
affairs
their
institutions
to
provosts
and
deans,
and
the
fitheir
of
affairs
internal academic
inpublic
on
nances
chief business
business officers.
officers. The
The increased
increased external
external demands
demands on public innances to chief
which sought
boards,
coordinating
state
of
stitutions
corresponded
with
the
state
coordinating
boards, which
sought
rise
the
with
stitutions corresponded
added
thus
to
directly shape
priorities and
and missions,
missions, and
and thus added ananinstitutional priorities
shape institutional
more directly
to more
University
the
of
chancellor
the
Kerr,
other
layer
of
governance
oversight.
Clark
the
chancellor
the
University
Clark
oversight.
governance
other layer
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of California System, keenly des
cribed the
of California System, keenly described
the diff
difficulty
of pre
presidents
having to serve
iculty of
sidents hav
ing to ser ve
so ma ny different stakeholder
s:
from
so many different stakeholders: from trad
traditional
oness suc
suchh as
as facu
faculty, students,
itio nal one
lty, stu den ts,
and alu mn i to newer stakeho
lders suc
and alumni to newer stakeholders
suchh as bus
business
and ind
industry,
federal and
iness and
ustr
y,
fed era l and
stat e governments, local com
mu
niti
es, and
state governments, local communities,
and,, ove
overr tim
time,
international
communie, inte
rna tion al com
mu nities. Institutions faced more
ss~re to be acc
ties. Institutions faced more pre
pressure
accountable
for
institutional
perforountable for institutional per
formance, often to stak eho lde rs-s
mance, often to stakeholders-suchuch as gov
governors,
trustees,
alumni,
and legislatorsernors , trus
tees, alu
mn
i,
and
leg
isla
tor
swit
peting goa
withh com
competing
goals
and age
agendas.2.
ls and
ndas. 26
While some generalizations can
While some generalizations can be mad
madee abo
about
the cha
changing
historical
role of
ut the
ngi ng hist
oric al rol
e of
and challenges for presidents,
re are
and challenges for presidents, the
there
are inc
incredible
differences
in
the
evolution
of
redible diff
erences in the evo luti on of
the presidency by inst itut ion
al
typ
e.
As
the presidency by institutional type.
the nat
nation's
postsecondary
institutions
the
ion's pos
tsecondary ins
titu tion s
bec am e more diverse, so did the
became more diverse, so did the job of the
the pre
president.
For exa
example,
because
many
sident. For
mp
le,
bec
aus
e ma ny
com mu nity colleges emerged
community colleges emerged out of prim
primary
and
secondary
school
systems,
the
ary and secondary school sys
tem s, the
presidency of early com mu nity
eges ofte
presidency of early community coll
colleges
oftenn was aki
akinn to
to aa sch
school
superintendent
ool sup
erin ten den t
and was a more hierarchical
ition tha
and was a more hierarchical pos
position
thann tha
thatt of con
contemporaries
at
four-year
tem
por
arie
s at fou
r-y ear
institutions. Historically black
eges, wo
women's
colleges,
and trib
tribal colleges also
institutions. Historically black coll
colleges
me n's coll
eges, and
al
col
leg
es
also
developed the ir ow n unique cul
tures and
developed their own unique cultures
and trad
traditions
thatt sha
shaped
their presidenitions tha
ped
the
ir pre sid encies. For inst anc e, tribal college
cies. For instance, tribal collegess ofte
oftenn foll
followed
tribal
tradition,
and the president
owed trib
al trad
itio
n,
and
the
pre sid ent
operated as a com mu nity elde
r, ofte
operated as a community elder,
oftenn wor
working
directly
withh the
the trib
tribal
community
king dire
ctly wit
al
com
mu nity
in developing policies and dec
isions. Lar
in developing policies and decisions.
Large
comprehensive
institutions
and urban
ge com
prehensive inst
itut
ion
s
and
urb an
universities ten ded to follow the
itions of rese
universities tended to follow the trad
traditions
research
universities
in terms of the
arch uni
ver
siti
es
in
term
s of the
bre adt h and expectations of the
ege pre
breadth and expectations of the coll
college
presidential
role.. Lib
Liberal
arts colleges and
sidential role
eral
arts
coll
ege
s and
religiously affiliated colleges
tinued som
religiously affiliated colleges ofte
oftenn con
continued
somee of
of the
the hist
historic
traditions of
oric
trad
itio
ns of
the old-time college president
the old-time college president from
from the
the 180
1800s,
withh hig
highh pre
presidential
involvement
0s, wit
sidential inv
olv em ent
on campus, bot h directly wit
ents and
on campus, both directly withh stud
students
and facu
faculty
and,, freq
frequently,
in the
lty and
uently, in
the
clas
sroom.
classroom.
l

The roles and responsibilities of
ege and
The roles and responsibilities of coll
college
and uni
university
presidents
varied across
versity pre
sidents var
ied acr oss
different types of institutions,
ed on the
different types of institutions, bas
based
the cul
culture
and
traditions
that
had been
ture and traditions tha t had
bee n
par t of these institutions. The
sec
tions belo
part of these institutions. The sections
below
focuss on
on the
the cur
current
demands on
w focu
ren
t
dem
and
s on
presidents and the nat ure of
y's pre
presidents and the nature of toda
tcday's
presidency.
While
this cha
chapter
cannot do
sidency. Wh
ile this
pte
r
can
not do
justice to the
adt h of
sidential exp
justice to the bre
breadth
of pre
presidential
experiences,
given
the div
diversity
of institueriences, giv
en the
ersity of
ins titu tions tha t make up American
her edu
tions that make up American hig
higher
education,
doess pai
paint
general
portrait of
cation, it doe
nt aa gen
eral por
trai t of
the
temporary pres
the con
contemporary
presidency.
idency.

Th
sidency Sha
Thee Pre
Presidency
Shaped
Contexts
ped by Co
ntexts
With the imp orta nt functions
With the important functions and
and sym
symbolic
of aa pre
president,
this position
bolic role of
sident, this
pos itio n
should wield great influence.
How
eve
should wield great influence. However,r, the real
realities
of the
the org
organization
and the
ities of
anization and
the
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environments in which
individual is trying
trying to be effective
effective makes
makes what
what presipreslenvironments
which the
the individual
dential
leadership scholars
job" and,
dentialleadership
scholars have called
called an
an "impossible
"impossible job"
and, at an extreme,
extreme,
27
"an illusion."
illusion.t'e?
Michael Cohen
Cohen and
and James
James March
March wrote,
wrote, "Important
"Important aspects
aspects of the
the
"an
Michael
role seem
seem to disappear
disappear on close examination
examination ...
... Compared
heroic expecexpecrole
Compared to the
the heroic
tations he
[sic] and
and others
others might
might have,
the president
president has
modest control
control over
the
tations
he [sic]
have, the
has modest
over the
events of college
college life. The
The contributions
contributions he makes
makes can
can easily
easily be swamped
swamped by outevents
side events
events or diffuse
diffuse the
the quality
quality of university
university decision
decision making."28
side
making."28 As Birnbaum
Birnbaum
notes, "presidential
"presidential leadership
leadership is influenced
influenced by interacting
interacting webs
webs of administrative
administrative
notes,
routines, environmental
environmental pressures,
pressures, and
political processes
processes that
that take
take place
place in the
the
routines,
and political
29
context
of
institutional
history
and
culture.'?"
context institutional history and culture."

Organizational
Organizational Contexts
Contexts
Colleges and
and universities,
universities, while
having characteristics
characteristics similar
similar to other
other types
types of
Colleges
while having
organizations,
organizations, have a set
set of atypical
atypical dynamics
dynamics that
that shape
shape the
the presidency.
presidency. This
This
section explores
explores three
three of them:
them: dual
dual sources
sources of authority,
authority, loose coupling,
coupling, and
and
section
garbage-can
decision making.
making.
garbage-can decision
First,
First, unlike
unlike more
more traditional
traditional hierarchical
hierarchical organizations,
organizations, where
where authority
authority is
correlated with
with one's administrative
administrative position,
position, colleges
colleges and
and universities
universities are decorrelated
fined by their
their dual
dual sources
sources of authority-bureaucratic
authority-bureaucratic
(or administrative)
administrative) and
and
fined
professional (or academic).
academicj.'?30 As discussed
discussed above,
above, colleges
colleges and
and universities
universities evolved
professional
in
priority over the
responin ways
ways that
that gave faculty
faculty priority
the curriculum
curriculum and
and administrators
administrators respon·
sibility over
over administrative
administrative elements.
elements. The
The result
result of this
this evolution
evolution is two
two sources
sources
sibility
of authority
authority within
within a single
single organization.
organization. Bureaucratic
Bureaucratic authority
authority is grounded
grounded in
of
the organization's
organization's structure
structure and
arises from
from the
the legal
legal rights
rights of senior
senior administraadministrathe
and arises
tors,
tors, such
such as the
the president,
president, to set direction,
direction, control
control and
and monitor
monitor budgets,
budgets, develop
develop
institution
institution strategy,
strategy, hire
hire and
and terminate
terminate employees,
employees, develop
develop and
and implement
implement polipolicies,
and assess
assess progress
toward objectives
and priorities.
priorities. On
On the
the other
other hand,
hand, the
the
cies, and
progress toward
objectives and
second
second source
source of authority-professional
authority-professional
authority-stems
authority-stems
from
from the
the high
high degree
degree
of knowledge,
knowledge, expertise,
expertise, and
and specialization
required to perform
perform the
funcof
specialization required
the core functions of
of the
tions
the institution
institution (i.e., teaching
teaching and
and research).
research). This
This authority
authority provides
provides the
the
faculty with
with a different
and often
competing source
source of influence.
influence. The
effect is
faculty
different and
often competing
The effect
that
consolidated in the
that authority
authority is not
not consolidated
the hands
hands of the
the organization's
organization's positional
positional
leaders. Instead,
Instead, it is dispersed;
dispersed; some
some might
might suggest
authority is shared.
leaders.
suggest that
that authority
shared. But
But
rather than
than two
hands dipping
dipping into
into the
the same
same stream
stream of authority,
authority, two
rather
two sets of hands
two different
streams exist.
exist. Depending
Depending on the
topic and
ferent streams
the topic
and the
the context
context (such
(such as budgeting
budgeting
and
can be the
and planning),
planning), administrative
administrative authority
authority can
the stronger
stronger source.
source. However,
However,
professional
curricular
professional authority
authority is dominant
dominant in decisions
decisions about
about faculty
faculty hiring,
hiring, curricular
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offerin
gs, and
ch that
that is pursued.
pursued. Nothing
offerings,
and the
the resear
research
definess the
the core
core functi
functions
of
Nothing define
ons of
aa colleg
sity more
collegee or
or univer
university
more than
than its teachi
teaching
and resear
research
activities,
key
eleng and
ch activities, key elements
ments that
that are
are shaped
shaped by profes
professional
and not
administrative
sional and
not admin
istrative authority.
authority.
This
ed in the
the 1966 Statement
This dynam
dynamicic is
is codifi
codified
Government
of Colleg
Colleges
Statem ent on Gover
nment of
es and
and
Univer
sities,
jointly
formu
lated
Universities, jointly formulated by the
the Ameri
American
Association
of University
Profes- can Assoc
iation of
University Profes
sors,
can Counc
Education, and
sors, the
the Ameri
American
Councilil on
on Education.
and the
the Assoc
Association
of Governing
iation of
Gover ning
31
Board
s
of
Unive
rsities
and
Colleg
es. The
Boards of Universities and Colleges."
The statement
attemptsts to
to outline
areas of
of
statem ent attemp
outlin e areas
respon
sibility for
admin istrato rs, and
responsibility
for faculty
faculty,, administrators,
and truste
trustees,
well as
areas
of
shared
es, as well
as areas of share d
author
ity. Howev
er, decisions
decisions are
authority.
However,
are not
easy to categorize,
and aa topic
topic can
can easily
easily
not easy
categorize, and
overlap traditi
onal areas
sibility, leadin
overlap
traditional
areas of respon
responsibility,
leadingg to conflict
between
sources
conflict betwe
en source s of
of
author
ity.
When
the
Unive
rsity
of
Illinoi
authority. When the University
Illinoiss attemp
attempted
create its
its (now
ted to create
(now aborted)
aborte d)
World
us to
to offer
offer online
programs and
World Camp
Campus
online programs
and degrees,
administrators
invoked
addegrees, admin
istrato rs invok
ed administ
rative author
ity regarding
regarding planning,
planning, budge
ministrative
authority
budgeting,
and
setting
the
strategic
ting, and setting the strate gic
priority of
of the
institu tion. Facult
y, howev
priority
the institution.
Faculty,
however,
invokedd profes
professional
focuser, invoke
sional authority
author ity focusing
the curric
ulum. The
ing on
on the
curriculum.
The result
result was
was a long-s
long-standing
stalemate
that
needed
tandin g stalemate that neede d
contin
ued negoti
ation betwe
continued
negotiation
between
influence
wielders.F
en influe
nce wielde
rs. 32
Secon
d, the
relationships betwe
en variou
Second,
the relationships
between
variouss units
units and
and the
central l admin
administrathe centra
istra\..
L
I
tion
and
betwe
en
the
units
and depart
;v tr tion and between the units and
departments
themselves
can be
be descri
described
as
ments thems
elves can
bed as
d, which
centra l coordi
~ ~ loosely
loosely couple
coupled.
which makes
makes central
coordination
and,
by
extennation and
and oversight,
oversight, and, by extension,
.)
the president,
president, difficu
\J
sion, the
the role
role of
of the
difficult.P
coupling
weak conneclt. 33 Loose coupli
ng describes
describes weak
conne ctions among
zational units.
(. f tions
among organi
organizational
units. Both
Both the
the relatio
relationship
between
units,
and
that
nship betwe
en units, and that
,J betwe
en
units
and
the
center
,
are
weak.
between units and the center, are weak. Inform
Information
travels slowly
slowly and
and indire
indirectly
ation travels
ctly
betwe en these
these areas,
areas, and
coordination among
between
and coordination
among them
difficultlt and
minimal.
them is difficu
and minim al.
Long-t
ime Unive
rsity of Chicag
president Robert
Long-time
University
Chicagoo president
of aa uniRobert Hutchins's
Hutchins's definition
definition of
university
serves
as
a
pointe
remin der of the
versity serves as a pointedd reminder
nature of loose coupli
coupling
in highe
higher r edueduthe nature
ng in
cation: "The
sity is a collection
collection of depart
cation:
"The univer
university
departments
togetherer by
by aa common
ments tied
tied togeth
comm on
34 While it can
steam
plant."
expected that
steam plant.'?' While it can be expected
descriptive
of
that loose coupling
coupling is most
most descri
ptive of
large
tions, even
large institu
institutions,
even smalle
smallerr college
collegess are
are define
definedd by it. While
While loosely
coupled
loosely coupl ed
organizations create
ms for centra
organizations
create proble
problems
central l admin
administrators
seekingg to
to coord
coordinate
istrators seekin
inate
organizational activit
ies, these
organizational
activities,
these weak
weak relatio
relationships
advantages.f
nships also
also give some
some advantages. 35
First,
First, loosely
loosely couple
coupledd system
systemss are
are able to respon
respondd more
sensitively
environ-nmore sensitively to
to enviro
menta
l
chang
es.
er, the
mental changes. Howev
However,
the likelih
likelihood
great that
that the
the unit
will pay
pay
ood is just
just as great
unit will
attenti
on to
external stimul
attention
to external
stimulii rather
rather than
than reques
requeststs from
a
president.
The
benefit
from a president. The benef it
here,
le, is
sional standa
here, for
for examp
example,
is that
that new
new profes
professional
standards
accounting
affect
rds in accou
nting may
may affect
one
ment, but
not requir
one depart
department,
but they
they do not
requiree a curricular
overhaul
throughout
the
curricular overha
ul throug hout the
\\ ~nsti~u
tion.
~econ
d,
loosely
~nsti~ution. ~econd, loosely couple
couple~~ organi
organizations
and encou
encourage
localzations promote
promote and
rage local1zed
mnovations and,
same time,
time, prevent
ized mnovatinng
and, at the
the same
poor adapta
adaptations
from
spreading
prevent poor
tions from spread ing

!
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organization. The curricular
to other
other parts of the organization.
curricular change
change described
described above does
does ~\
not require
~ot
require the
departments; \
the consent
consent of
of a busy president or consensus
consensus by other
other departments;
Instead, the individual
individual department
instead,
department concerned
concerned can
can respond
respond more quickly. FurFur-

thermore,
thermore, poor ideas are not spread easily
throughout the institution.
easily throughout
institution. KeePing/
Keeping ;
bad decisions
quarantined means that although
decisions quarantined
presidents may not know
know about
although presidents
the adaptations
adaptations occurring
throughout the organization
the
occurring throughout
organization or may not be able coordinate
probably not
dinate those
those adaptations,
adaptations, they
they will
will probably
not have
have to fix widespread
widespread damage
damage .·
caused
caused by
by bad
ideas. Third,
coupled organizations
benefit from
bad ideas.
Third, loosely
loosely coupled
organizations benefit
from localized
localized
expertise.
need to be an expert
expertise. For instance,
instance, the president does not need
expert in all disciplines. Local
Local decisions
decisions can
plines.
can be made
who. know
made by the
the people
people whq
know best.
best. Lastly, loosely
loosely
coupled organizations
centralization costs. A large
coupled
organizations have few coordination
coordination and centralization
central bureaucracy
bureaucracy is not required, allowing
central
allowing institutions
institutions to invest more resources
locally rather than centrally.
sources locally
Regardless of the
Regardless
the organizational
organizational pluses
coupling, one
,,,~1
pluses of loose
loose coupling,
one drawback
drawback is that
that
,.._., Y
presidents
presidents cannot
cannot easily create organizational
(
organizational efficiency
efficiency because
because of weak central I ()
coordination. Instead, they
they struggle to disseminate
disseminate helpful
helpful innovations
coordination.
innovations widely,
~
because
because communication
communication between
between units occurs
occurs indirectly,
indirectly, sporadically, and unun- J
~
36
evenly.
Presidents may learn that units are working
evenly" Presidents
working at odds with
with one another,
and with
with the central
central administration,
administration, as they
and
own environments
they each scan
scan their own
environments
and
pursue local
local adaptations. One unit may be advancing
and pursue
service-learning
advancing its service-learning
activities, while
activities,
focusing on graduate education,
internawhile another
another is focusing
education, and a third internationalizing
tionalizing its curricula.
curricula. Aligning
Aligning activities
activities and priorities is a continual
continual challenge
challenge
for
for university
university leaders,
leaders, what
what the
Commission on
on the
State and
the Kellogg Commission
the Future
Future of State
and
Land-Grant
called "institutional
Land-Grant Universities
Universities called
"institutional coherence.v"
coherence."37
A final
final dynamic
dynamic is garbage-can
garbage-can decision
decision making. Decision
Decision making
making in colleges
colleges
and
universities is complex,
and universities
complex, and, to the frustration
frustration of most
most presidents,
presidents, the decidecisions that
that are
are rendered
often seem
sions
rendered often
seem only
only peripherally
peripherally related
problems that
related to the
the problems
that
leaders
additional organizational
leaders thought
thought they
they were
were attempting
attempting to solve. Three
Three additional
organizational
dynamics beyond
beyond the
dynamics
the control even
even of presidents
presidents create these
these conditions.
conditions. First, r
colleges
and universities
universities pursue
pursue_~
colleges and
a set of inc~msistent,_ambiguous,
inconsist~nt,ambi~ous~nd
and uncertain
uncertain
goals,
and thesegoals
oals, and
these oals may--;;-nflict.For
ma conflic_t. For instance,
instance, institutions
institutions are concerned
concerned both
bott
hi
with
and with
having a global
with serving
serving local
local students
students and
with having
global effect;
effect; they
the unfetthey seek
seek the
unfettered pursuit
tered
pursuit of knowledge
and the
leveraging of
knowledge and
the leveraging
of scientific
scientific breakthroughs
breakthroughs for ecoeconomic gain.
nomic
gain. Second,
Second, the ways in which
which they
they conduct
conduct their
their core functionsfunctionsparticularly
teaching and
Most
not really
particularly teaching
and learning-are
learning-are complex.
complex. M
_.9st faculty
faculty do not
really
agree
on how
how students
agree on
they understand
understand the
essential processes
students learn best, nor do they
the essential
processes ~_
\in~ol~ed
civic-mindecl s!._udents or
inv~ed in creating
creatin -5ivic-mind_edstudents
lobal!y comp~tent
citizens. The
~r globally
competent citizens.
.
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Adrianna Kezar
Kezar

resu
iple informal
informal theo
ries of what
resultlt is
is that
that mult
multiple
theories
happen
how it
it should
wha t should
should happ
en and
and how
shou ld
happ
en
tution. Thir
happen exis
existt with
withinin the
the insti
institution.
Third,
because
time
and
attention
limd, because time and atten tion are
are limited,
part
icip
atio
n
in
deci
sions is fluid
ited, participation in decisions
fluid as facu
faculty
choose
lty and
and administrators
adm inist rato rs choo
se
among competing opportunities, base
among competing opportunities, basedd on their
their own
own preferences
as
to
what
preferences as to wha t is
is
impo
rtan t. Although
Although they
important.
they are busy
busy peop
people,
decision
cannotot be
be in all
le, key deci
sion makers
makers cann
in
all
places at
ry entr
ance is an
places
at all
all time
times.s. "Eve
"Every
entrance
an exit
exit som
somewhere
... Participation
ewhere else
else ...
Part icip atio n
stem
s
from
othe
r
dem
ands
stems from other demands on the
the parti
participants'
time."38
Takenn toge
together,
these
cipants' time
."38 Take
ther, thes
e
thre
ents crea
te situations
situations Coh
en and
threee elem
elements
create
Cohen
March
label
"organized
anarchies."39
and Mar
ch label "organized anar chie s."39
The
effect of
nizational realities
realities is that
The effect
of thes
thesee orga
organizational
decision
outcomes
that deci
sion outc
omes depend
depe nd
on
the
com
bine
flow of
of (1) decision
decision makers,
makers, (2) insti
on the combinedd flow
institutional
problems,
and (3)
tutio nal problems, and
(3)
pote
ntial
solu
tions
that
are
pres
ent in the
potential solutions that are present
the insti
institution.
In places
where
they
are
in
tution. In
places whe
re they are in
cont
act, thes
ms of peop
contact,
thesee thre
threee strea
streams
people,
and solutions
come
together
le, problems,
problems, and
solutions come toge ther
in
metaphoric garb
age cans
in aa rang
rangee of
of metaphoric
garbage
cans thro
throughout
institution.
in
ughout the
the insti
tution. Solutions
Solutions are
are in
sear
ch of
of prob
lems as
much as prob
lems are
search
problems
as much
problems
are in search
of solu
solutions,
and
decisions
search of
tions, and deci sion s
depe
nd on
le, problems,
problems, and
depend
on the
the mix
mix of
of peop
people,
and solu
solutions
in the
the garbage
can at any
tions in
garbage can
at any
part
icula r time
. 40 Orga
nizations are
particular
time.'?
Organizations
are ofte
oftenn thought
render
decisions
after leadthought to rend
er decisions afte
r
leaders
defined the
problem, expl
ored pote
ers have
have defined
the problem,
explored
potential
outcomes,
course
ntial outc
omes, and
and selected
selected aa cour
se
of
imize the
the effec
of actio
actionn to
to max
maximize
effectt of the
the deci
decision.:"
However,
the dyna
dynamics
of colsion. 41 How
ever, the
mics of
colleges
ersities crea
te a situation
situation with
leges and
and univ
universities
create
withinin orga
organized
anarchies-described
nized anar
chie s-de scri bed
as
garb
agecan
deci
sion
mak
ing- in whic
as garbage-can decision making-in
whichh the
the Prototypical,
rational
approach to
prototypical, ratio
nal appr
oach to
rend
erin g deci
sions is only one
rendering
decisions
one way to actually
a
deciston."
42
actually reach
reach a decision.
In
age-can mod
el, deci
sion making
In the
the garb
garbage-can
model,
decision
takess place
threee ways.
making take
place in
in one
one of
of thre
ways.
Deci
sion
s
can
be
ution, in which
Decisions can be mad
madee by
by resol
resolution,
participants
make
a
concerted
which parti
cipants make a conc erted efeffort to
tions to
recognized prob
fort
to appl
applyy solu
solutions
to recognized
problems.
can also
also be
be made
by
lems. Decisions
Decisions can
mad e by
flight whenn problems
problems beco
me attached
attached to othe
flight,, whe
become
otherr unin
unintended
solutions
or
particitend ed solutions or part icipant
ple, aa sugg
ested scien
pants.s. For
For exam
example,
suggested
science
foreign
language
requirement
can
ce or forei
gn lang
uage requ
irem ent can
easil
ersations about
about faculty
faculty hiring,
easilyy turn
turn into
into conv
conversations
classroom
space
utilization,
hiring, class
room space utilization, or
or
the undu e influence of accrediting agen
the undue influence of accrediting agencies,
and
potentially
seemingly
cies, different
different and pote
ntially seem
ingl y
unrelated sets
lems and
tions. Finally,
unrelated
sets of
of prob
problems
and solu
solutions.
be made
byoverFinally, decisions
decisions can
can be
made by
oversight Key participants
participants are
sight.. Key
are too busy
busy to parti
participate
so problems
cipate in all decisions,
decisions, so
problems and
and
solu
tions in
her garbage
garbage can
become coup
solutions
in anot
another
can become
coupled
together
with little
little attention
led toge
ther with
atten tion
and
lvement from
and invo
involvement
from key cam
campus
leaders.
pus lead
ers.
It
lems, solu
tions, and
It is
is the
the mix
mix of
of prob
problems,
solutions,
and people
decision
opportunity
people in aa deci
sion oppo
rtun ity that
that
shap
e
the
outc
ome
,
not
just the
preferences of adm
shape the outcome, not just
the preferences
administrative
To render
inistrative leaders.
leaders. To
rend
er
their
ed outcomes,
outcomes, pres
idents can
can (1) spen
their desir
desired
presidents
spendd time
time on
the problem,
on the
problem, since
since people
peop le
willing to invest time on any particular
willing to invest time on any particular deci
decision
are likel
likelyy to
to have
sion are
have aa disproportiondisproportionate
omes; (2)
persist in the
ate effec
effectt on
on its
its outc
outcomes;
(2) persist
the decision
see the
decisions
decision process
process and
and see
the deci
sions
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through
fruition, as intended
intended outcomes
outcomes may be undone
undone as the
the mix
the gar~
through to fruition,
mix in the
garbage can
can changes;
changes; (3) exchange
exchange status
for substance,
since individuals
individuals may
be more
more
bage
status for
substance, since
may be
outcome, and
concerned
concerned about
about being
being involved
involved than
than in
in achieving
achieving a particular
particular outcome,
and facilifacilitating their
their involvement
involvement in
in decision
decision processes
processes may
may be
more important
important to
to them
tating
be more
them than
than
the
actual outcomes;
outcomes; (4) put
put a large
large number
number of
of decisions
decisions on
on the
the table
table to hedge
one's
the actual
hedge one's
bets, so that
that eventually
eventually a decision
decision on one of these
these presidential
presidential issues will be renbets,
dered unobtrusively;
unobtrusively; (5) provide
provide multiple
cans to attract
attract undesired
undesired soludered
multiple garbage
garbage cans
tions to
other problems;
problems; and
and (6) focus
focus on
on a series
series of
of small-scale
small-scale changes
changes that
that have
have a
tions
to other
43
cumulative effect
effect and
avoid the
the attractiveness
attractiveness of
high-stakes decision.
dectston."
cumulative
and avoid
of a high-stakes

Environmental Contexts
Environmental
Presidents not only
only operate
operate within
within an organizational
context, but
but also in a larger
larger
Presidents
organizational context,
44
44
Public college
college and
and university
university presidents
lead institutions
institutions
environmental
environmental one. Public
presidents lead
that
part of a state
state system
higher education
that are
are either
either a part
system for higher
education or under
under the
the auspices
auspices
of a statewide
statewide coordinating
coordinating board.
board. Although
Although the
the reach
reach and
and degree
degree of influence
influence of
of
coordinating boards
boards varies
varies among
among states
states (and
(and even
even within
within states)
states) on an almost
coordinating
almost
yearly
yearly cycle, they
they do shape
shape presidential
presidential influence.
influence."45 For instance,
instance, presidents
presidents are
frequently frustrated
frustrated when
when they
they seek
seek to offer a new
new major
major or degree,
degree, only to be
frequently
stopped because
because of perceived
perceived program
program duplication
duplication among
public institutions
institutions in
stopped
among public
the
system. Additionally,
Additionally, state
state boards
boards set
set hiring
hiring policies
and operating
operating proceprocethe system.
policies and
dures, such
procurement, lease
lease agreements,
agreements, and
and capital
capital projects.
projects.
dures,
such as procurement,
Part of the
the political
political environment
environment also includes
includes state
state legislatures.
legislatures. They
They deterPart
determine the
the amount
amount of general
general state
state support
support for public
public institutions
institutions through
through block
block
mine
grants. Furthermore,
many states
grants.
Furthermore, in many
states legislatures
legislatures set
set tuition
tuition levels (although
(although this
this
sometimes done by state
state boards),
boards), thus
determining the amount
amount of resources
is sometimes
thus determining
resources from
the institution's
institution's primary
primary source
source of revenue.
revenue. Legislatures
Legislatures also develop
develop accountability
the
accountability
goals
metrics for public
public institutions
priorities. For
goals and
and memes
institutions that
that shape
shape institutional
institutional priorities.
instance, Virginia
Virginia has
outlined a set
set of eleven
eleven goals,
goals, referred
referred to as the
"state ask,"
instance,
has outlined
the "state
which institutions
institutions must
must negotiate
negotiate individually
individually and
and then
then address."
Such accountaccountwhich
address. 46 Such
ability
press priorities
institutions may
may not
ability schemes
schemes often
often press
priorities on institutions
institutions that
that the
the institutions
not
think are
are important
important strategically.
strategically."47 Birnbaum
Birnbaum notes
that "as the
the locus
locus of influence
influence
think
notes that
moves from
from the
the campus
campus to the
the state,
state, public
sector presidents
presidents may find
moves
public sector
find themselves
themselves
becoming like middle
middle managers
managers in public
public agencies
agencies rather
campus leaders."
leadcrs.v'"48
becoming
rather than
than campus
Such oversight
oversight is not
not limited
limited to state
state governments
governments and
and coordinating
coordinating boards;
boards;
Such
federal
also shape
which presidents
federal regulation
regulation and
and the
the courts
courts also
shape the
the context
context in which
presidents
operate. Decisions
regarding admissions
admissions and
and financial
financial aid-as
aid-as they
they relate
relate to diverdiveroperate.
Decisions regarding
sity and
and affirmative
affirmative action
action goals-are
goals-are common,
common, if not
frustrating, examples
examples of
sity
not frustrating,
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Kezarr
and Adrianna
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fede
ral and
ence. As Cha
rles Bant
federal
and lega
legall influ
influence.
Charles
Bantz,
president
ofIndiana
Universityz, the
the pres
ident ofln
dian a Uni
vers ityPurd
ue
Univ
ersity at
Indianapolis, said,
Purdue University
at Indianapolis,
said, "Eve
"Everyone
of
us
has
read
the
Michigan
ry one of us has read the Mic
higa n
case
s. Ever
yone's tryin
w as care
cases.
Everyone's
tryingg to follo
follow
carefully
whatt Justice
O'Connor
fully as possible
possible wha
Justice O'C onn or
appr
oved, but
sense an
enormous nerv
approved,
but II sense
an enormous
nervousness.
There's
fear that
that if
you push to
ousness. Ther
e's aa fear
if you
push to
the
edge
,
you'
ll
see
antiaffir
mati
ve-action activ
the edge, you'll see anti~affirmative~action
activists
swoopp into
into town.
It's
a
worry.
ists swoo
town. It's a wor
ry.
At [our university] we got arou nd that
At [our university] we got around that by doing
thingss like
like givin
givingg scho
scholarships
to
doing thing
larsh ips to
stud ents from the inne r city. But I won
students from the inner city.
wonder
theree is aa [national]
backing
der if ther
[national] back
ing Off?"49
off? " 49
Othe
cs-s uch as
as elec
tronic file shar
Otherr topi
topics-such
electronic
sharing,
visas
and
ing, international
inter natio nal student
stud ent visas and adadmiss
ions
,
pate
nt
polic
y,
colle
ge
costs
and even
missions, patent policy, college costs,, and
toxic waste
in univ
university
even toxic
waste produced
produced in
ersit y
labs
-are addi
tional issue
ed by fede
labs-are
additional
issuess shap
shaped
federal
legal inter
interventions.
ral and
and legal
ventions.
Volu
ntary accr
editation, both
Voluntary
accreditation,
both regio
regional
institutions
and specialized
for parnal for insti
tutions and
specialized for
particul
ar
field
s
and
disci
plines, also
ticular fields and disciplines,
also shap
shapes
presidential
Accreditation,
es pres
idential discretion.
discretion. Acc redi tatio n,
altho
ugh not
rally regulated,
regulated, is tied
although
not fede
federally
tied to federal
oversight.
orderr to
to be
be eligible
federal over
sight. In
In orde
eligi ble
for federal funding, including stud ent
financial aid, accr
for federal funding, including student financial
accreditation
editation is
is essential
esse ntial for
for
mos t institutions; it allows cam pus grad
most institutions; it allows campus graduates
in some
fields;
and it
can
uates to work
work in
some field
s; and
it can
seem as one president said, to be "a strai
seem,, as
one president said,
straightjacket
manyy colo
colors."50For
ghtjacket of man
rs."50 For instance,
insta nce,
accreditors can thre aten to with hold
accreditors can threaten to withhold accr
accreditation
unless
the insti
institution
hires
editation unle
ss the
tutio n hire
s
more full-time faculty in a part icula r depa
more full-time faculty in a particular department,
curricula,
develops
new
rtme nt, alters
alters curr
icula , deve
lops new
assessment meth ods, or provides more
assessment methods, or provides more resources.
of the
the Council
resources. Even the
the head
head of
Cou ncil
for High er Education Accreditation, the
for Higher Education Accreditation, the over
oversight
organization
higher
sight orga
niza tion for
for high er educaeduc ation accreditation, notes that "while pres
tion accreditation, notes that "while presidents
and prov
provosts
want
to sustain
idents and
osts wan t to
sust ain aa
volu ntary system of quality review and
self-regulation, they
voluntary system of quality review and self-regulation,
are quick
to complain
they are
quick to
com plai n
that
edita tion is intru
that accr
accreditation
intrusive,
ineffective.51
sive, costly,
costly, and
and ineff
ective. 51
Pres
idents lead
tutions not
Presidents
lead their
their insti
institutions
not only
only in a polit
political
but also
ical environment,
envi ronm ent, but
also
in one that is strongly shaped by competit
in one that is strongly shaped
competitive
marketet force
forces.
The
rise
of
marketive mark
s. The rise of mar ketbase d state policies, the creation of quas
based state policies, the creation
quasii markets
demarkets for public
public services,
services, and
and aa decline in public supp ort have resulted in
a heightened
heightened com
cline in public support have resulted
competitive
environment
for
petitive envi
ronm ent for
52
colle
ges and
ersities. 52
One
colleges
and univ
universities.
One insig
insightful
description
of
the
dynamics
of
the
htful desc
ription of the dynamics of the
competitive envi ronm ent is wha t Rob
ert Frank
competitive environment is what Robert
Cookk call
call aa "win
"winnerFran k and
and Philip
Philip Coo
nertake-all market."53 They argue that the
take-all market.t'S' They argue that the resu
resultlt is a com
competitive
system
in
which
petitive system in whi
ch
those at the top get a disproportionate
those at the top get a disproportionate share
rewards.
This encourages
share of the
the rewa
rds. This
enco urag es
more insti tutio ns to wan t to move up the
more institutions to want to move
the pecking
strategy
has fund
fundapecking order.
order. This
This strat
egy has
amental flaws; no more than ten institutio
ns can
mental flaws; no more than ten institutions
can be "top
"top-ten"
any
-ten" institutions
institutions at
at any
given time, and those at the top
terested in moving
given time, and those at the top are unin
uninterested
down.
Ellen Hazelmoving dow
n. Ellen
Haze
lkorn's global study of rankings found that
kern's global study of rankings found that 70 percent
leaders
Surpercent of the
the university
university lead
ers surveyed said they wished to be in the top
veyed said they wished to be in
top 10 percent
71 percent
percent nationally,
nationally, and
and 71
percent said
said
they wan
ted to
they
wanted
to be
be in the
the top 25 perc
percent
internationally.
ent inter
nationally. 54
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move up, institutions
institutions look to mimic
current winners,
regardless of
To move
mimic the
the current
winners, regardless
their own
own institutional
institutional strengths
strengths and
and resources
resources and
and without
solid evidence
evidence that
that
their
without solid
what they
will improve
what
they seek
seek to mimic
mimic will
improve their
their standing.
standing. They
They seek
seek the
the best
best researchers,
try to field the
the best
best athletic
athletic teams,
teams, recruit
brightest students,
students, and
and
recruit the
the brightest
searchers, try
build the
the most
elaborate student
student and
and research
research facilities.
facilities. All of these
these strategies
strategies
most elaborate
build
are pursued
not for absolute
absolute gains,
gains, but
but in terms
other competitors
competitors are
are
pursued not
terms of what
what other
accomplishing. This
This behavior
creates an
an overreliance
overreliance on
prestige, which
which is not
on prestige,
not
accomplishing.
behavior creates
an outright
performance indicator,
indicator, but
but rather
rather the
appearance of doing
doing what
what
an
outright performance
the appearance
highly regarded
regarded institutions
institutions do. According
According to Brewer,
Brewer, Gates,
Gates, and
and Goldman,
Goldman,
highly
associated with
"certain
"certain characteristics
characteristics of a college
college or university
university become
become associated
with good
providers, even
even though
though these
these characteristics
characteristics are
are not
not directly
directly related
related to the
the qualproviders,
55
ity of the
output."55 Finally,
overestimate their
chances of winning;
the output."
Finally, newcomers
newcomers overestimate
their chances
winning;
ity
thus too
competitors become
become easily
easily attracted
attracted to a situation
situation that
that will
only
thus
too many
many competitors
will only
pay
off
for
a
small
number
of
people.
Most
institutions
will
invest
to
keep
payoff
small number
people. Most institutions will invest
keep up
and
trying to complete
and not
not significantly
Significantly improve
improve their
their lot. They
They are
are trying
complete against
against already
them from
from inferior
ready successful
successful leaders,
leaders, and
and they
they do so by mimicking
mimicking them
inferior
positions.
positions.
The
that institutions
The result
result is that
institutions end
end up outspending
outspending one
one another
another and,
and, by doing
doing
so, cancel
one another's
cancel one
another's investments.
investments. Such
Such behavior
behavior creates
creates an
an arms
arms race
race among
among
contestants, with
with few winners
winners and
and many
many negated
negated investments.
investments. Roger
Geiger
Roger Geiger
contestants,
continually seek
seek improvement
notes
notes that
that "universities
"universities must
must continually
improvement even
even to remain
remain in the
the
56
same
relative position."
position."s6
the end,
end, all players
players run
run harder
harder to stay in place,
place, and
and
same relative
In the
those that
that choose
choose not
the game
game quickly
quickly slip behind.
behind. The
The implication
implication for
those
not to play the
but to do what
presidents
presidents is that
that they
they have little
little choice
choice but
what others
others are
are doing.
doing, An exextreme
treme but
but illustrative
illustrative example
example focuses
focuses on recreational
recreational climbing
climbing walls,
walls, as described
described
in
the Chronicle
Higher Education:
in the
Chronicle of
of Higher
Education:

The
The competition
competition for students
students and recognition
recognition is fierce in Texas ...
... The new
new
distinction
distinction [of the biggest climbing
climbing wall] will help separate
separate [the University
University of
out [the UniTexas,
Texas, San Antonio] from the rest of the
the pack. The wall ...... beats
beats out
versity
versity of] Houston's
Houston's wall by one measly foot. That
That should
should sound
sound familiar
familiar to
Houston officials. Two years ago they built their
their climbing
climbing wall to be exactly
exactly
Houston
one
the one at Baylor University
one foot taller
taller than
than the
University ...
... Texas State at San Marcos
Marcos
57
plans
2008 "the
plans to build in 2008
"the tallest
tallest Texas collegiate
collegiate climbing
climbing wall."
walL"s7
The
must opThe organizational
organizational and
and environmental
environmental contexts
contexts in which
which presidents
presidents must
erate
create a complex
complex set
However, effective
presidents
erate create
set of rules
rules of the
the game.
game. However,
effective presidents
understand
these dynamics
dynamics and
and act
act accordingly.
accordingly.
understand these
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Effect
ive Presid
Effective
Presidential
Leadership
ential Leade
rship
There
of interest
interes t in or attemp
There is
is no
no lack
lack of
attemptsts to explore
presidential
explore effective
effective preside
ntial leaderleadership.
They
ch the
the commo
ship. They approa
approach
commonn questio
questionn from
from a range
range of perspectives,
perspectives, driven
driven
by differe
differentnt assump
assumptions.
tions.
Perhaps the
ful school
Perhaps
the most
most insight
insightful
school of though
thought t has
focusedd on
has focuse
on the
the contingency
conting ency
of
hip. Effective
Effective preside
nts unders
of leaders
leadership.
presidents
understand
the
importance
of
tand the import ance of the
the context
contex t i.n
in
which
they
are
ng, and
which they are operati
operating,
and they
they know
know that
that being
being a good
varies by
the
good president
president varies
by the
institu
tional contex
nmenta l conditi
institutional
context,t, enviro
environmental
conditions,
campuss culture
culture, , and
ons, campu
and leadership
leaders hip
dilemm
sed (techno
logy versus
dilemmaa being
being addres
addressed
(technology
versus diversi
diversity,
example)."
ty, for exampl
e). 58 EssenEssentially, effectiv
presidential leaders
tially,
effectivee presidential
leadership
varies by contex
context t and
situation.
hip varies
and situation. As
As John
John
Levin
cases, institu
tional contex
Levin notes,
notes, "in
"in all
all cases,
institutional
contextt is equally
equally or
more important
or more
import ant than
than
the
tion of
of preside
ntial influen
ce in contrib
the percep
perception
presidential
influence
contributing
uting to organizational
organi zationa l actions
action s
and
es ...
nts who were
and outcom
outcomes
... Preside
Presidents
were perceiv
perceived
the most
influential
ed as the
most influen
tial are
are those
those
who
59
cted story
who fit
fit into
into the
the socially
socially constru
constructed
story of the
the institu
institution.tv?
In
other
words,
the
tion." In other words, the
organi
zationa
l
and
enviro
nmenta
organizational and environmental l contex
contextsts vary
vary so much
much that
that effective
effective presipresidents
dents modify
modify their
their actions
actions to make
make sense
sense of and
and be effective
within their
their specific
effective within
specifi c
campu
campuss context.
context.
One
ant contex
tual elemen
One very
very import
important
contextual
element t that
that effective
effective presidents
presidents pay
pay attention
attenti on
to
is
the
set
of
unique
charac
teristic
to is the set of unique characteristics s individ
individual
As disual institutions
institu tions possess.s''
possess. 60 As
discussed
and throughout
throug hout this
cussed above
above and
this volume
volume,, college
collegess and
and universities
characuniversities are
are charac terized
uish them
terized by
by certain
certain feature
featuress that
that disting
distinguish
them from
from other
organizations
other organi
zations and,
and,
in
turn, affect
hip. Some
in turn,
affect their
their leaders
leadership.
Some examp
examples
these feature
featuress are
les of these
are shared
shared govgovernanc
and autono
ernance;e; academ
academicic freedom
freedom and
autonomy;
tenure; multip
multiplele and
and complex
my; tenure;
complex authorauthor ity
res, with
ity structu
structures,
with boards
boards of trustee
trusteess and
faculty senates;
and faculty
senates; and
and unique
unique reward
reward
structu
res that
uted betwee
structures
that are
are distrib
distributed
betweenn the
disciplines
and the
institutions.
the discipl
ines and
the institu tions. BirnBirnbaum
nts in his studies
baum noted
noted that
that preside
presidents
studies were
were more
more successful
successful when
when they
they worked
worke d
within
and acknow
ledged these
within and
acknowledged
these various
various aspects
aspects of the
the academic
academic culture.s'
culture . 61 After
After
review
ing
the
finding
s
from
studies
reviewing the findings from studies of preside
presidential
effectiveness
below,
ntial effectiv
eness discussed
discussed below,
this
this insight
insight will
will becom
becomee appare
apparentnt across
across a variety
variety of research
research efforts.
efforts. At
At the
the instiinstitutiona
l
level,
for
instanc
e,
Anna
Neuma
tutional level. for instance, Anna Neumann
developp
nn noted
noted that
that presidents
presidents who
who develo
commu
nicatio n skills,
communication
skills, style, and
and a strateg
strategyy that
that is culturally
culturally appropriate
appropriate are
are perperceived
more effectiv
ceived as more
effectivee by key constit
constituencies.62
uencies. 62
It
ors, styles, traits,
It is
is not
not the
the specifi
specificc behavi
behaviors,
traits, or actions
leaders that
actions of leaders
that make
make
them
extent to which
them effectiv
effective,e, but
but the
the extent
which those
elementsts are
are accepted
and
those elemen
accepted and viewed
viewed
as
ate by
stakeholders. Underl
as legitim
legitimate
by key
key stakeholders.
Underlying
contingency
leadership
ying conting
ency theories
theories of
of leader
ship
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Leading
Presidents Leading
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need the
the support
different groups
individuals
groups of individuais
support of different
presidents need
that presidents
notion that
the notion
is the
and
passions, and
institution, groups
often have very
very different
priorities, passions,
different priorities,
that often
groups that
an institution,
in an
63
perspecnvcs." Effective
Effective presidents
presidents are
and ofdifferent and
these different
meet all of these
are able to meet
perspectives.
ten competing
competing expectattons."
Birnbaum notes,
notes, "good
leadership is what
what its
"good leadership
expectations. 64 As Birnbaum
ten
constituents believe
be-and they
they don't
faculty memmemagree." 65 For faculty
always agree.,,65
don't always
believe it to be-and
constituents
bers, presidential
mean giving
giving them
autonomy and
and
significant autonomy
them significant
may mean
effectiveness may
presidential effectiveness
bers,
mean
including
decision-making processes,
processes, while
may mean
trustees, it may
while for trustees,
in key decision-making
them in
including them
the
advance the
to advance
defining an
campus growth
raising money
money to
agenda or raising
growth agenda
aggressive campus
an aggressive
defining
institution's mission.
mission.
institution's
A third
third element
in the
contingency approach
effective leadership
tempoleadership is tempoapproach to effective
the contingency
element in
has alral.
Over the
last forty
forty years,
years, the
the characterization
characterization of effective
presidents has
effective presidents
the last
ral. Over
tered quite
quite markedly,
markedly, and
shifting notions
notions of presidential
presidential effectiveness
effectiveness rethese shifting
and these
tered
years
Forty years
flect changing
changing views
views in society
society about
about what
what is effective
effective leadership/"
leadership. 66 Forty
flect
bounds the
timeframe, because
the period
period during
which the
college presithe college
during which
because it is the
the timeframe,
bounds
and
dency
has
been
more
formally
studied.
Forty
years
ago,
more
hierarchical
and
hierarchical
more
years
Forty
studied.
formally
dency has been more
67
The
effective. The
authoritative images
images of college
college presidents
presidents were
seen as being
being effective."
were seen
authoritative
typical
considered typical
characteristics noted
noted for effective
presidents were
were also
also often
often considered
effective presidents
characteristics
ability
the ability
and the
confidence, and
masculine traits,
such as risk taking,
taking, task
orientation, confidence,
task orientation,
traits, such
masculine
to
work alone.
alone. Contemporary
views of effective
presidents focus
on relamore on
focus more
effective presidents
Contemporary views
to work
often astionship building,
building, collaboration,
collaboration, and
input, characteristics
characteristics often
quest for input,
and a quest
tionship
sociated with
with women
women and
reflective of more
more contemporary
contemporary social
social customs.v"
It is
customs. 68 It
and reflective
sociated
substanpresidencies in substancollege presidencies
only
more recently
that women
women have moved
moved into
into college
recently that
only more
tive
proportions, and
and therefore
therefore these
changing qualities
qualities may
alterations in
reflect alterations
may reflect
these changing
tive proportions,
approximately
held approximately
expectations of what
what is deemed
deemed appropriate.
appropriate. In 1986, women
women held
expectations
10 percent
percent of all presidencies,
presidencies, while
while in 2006
2006 their
share more
doubled, to 23
than doubled,
more than
their share
10
69
percent.v?
instance, James
Fisher and
James Koch, drawing
studies
on studies
largely on
drawing largely
and James
James Fisher
percent. For instance,
unilateral forms
more unilateral
done
in the
the 1980s,
1980s, suggest
suggest that
that presidents
presidents should
should use more
forms of
done in
maintain appower, and
and judiciously
punish and
and reward;
demonstrate expertise;
expertise; maintain
reward; demonstrate
judiciously punish
power,
70
propriate distance;
distance; and
and develop
develop charisma
public presence.i?
studies, in
Later studies,
presence. Later
and public
charisma and
propriate
contrast,
focus
on
power
and
influence
two-way
process
and
show
that
effecthat effecshow
and
process
two-way
a
as
influence
on power and
contrast,
71
tive leaders
leaders are
negotiators, coalition
coalition builders,
and facilitators."
that
fact that
The fact
facilitators. The
builders, and
are negotiators,
tive
presidents
power
effectively
has
remained
important
throughout
the
dethe
throughout
important
remained
has
effectively
power
use
presidents
different.
dynamics is different.
and its dynamics
power and
cades,
but the
the understanding
understanding of the
concept of power
the concept
cades, but
This understanding
understanding is evolutionary,
changes in
and busimanagement and
in management
reflecting changes
evolutionary, reflecting
This
challenged
ness literature
Western views
were challenged
views were
contemporary society, as Western
and in contemporary
literature and
ness
the
itself is important,
time itself
and
expanded by the
success of Japanese
Japanese firms
firms.. While
While time
important, the
the success
and expanded
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key
that time
proxy for the
key point
point is
is that
time is a proxy
the ways in which
environments
which enviro
nments continue
contin ue to
to
chang
e
and
evolve
,
ways
that
might
change and evolve, ways that might sugges
suggestt that
that differe
differentnt behav
behaviors
skills are
iors and
and skills
are
needed to be effecti
needed
effective.
ve.
Althou
gh the
the most
complex and
and nuanced
nuanc ed approa
Although
most complex
approach
understanding
ch to under
standi ng presipresidentia
l
effecti
veness is
throug h contingency
contingency theories,
dential effectiveness
is through
there is
is aa long
long tradition
in
theories, there
traditi on in
higher
educa
tion
and
in
the
broade
leadership literat
higher education and
the broaderr leadership
literature
the traits
ure that
that focuses
focuses on
on the
traits
and behaviors
behaviors of
of effective
effective leader
Bensimon, Neumann,
and
leaders.s. Bensimon,
and Birnb
Birnbaum
summaNeum ann, and
aum summ arized much
much of
of this
this traditi
on that
that tried
tried to identif
rized
tradition
identifyy certai
certainn traits
that would
would make
make
traits that
aa leader
effective. 72 Rathe
actually testing
leader effective.f
Ratherr than
than actually
testing wheth
whetherer certain
traits were
were asascertai n traits
sociated with
more effectiveness,
effectiveness, they
they argue
sociated
with more
argue that
that most
of
the
studies
seek
charmost the studies seek characteris
tics of
of people
acteristics
people who
who had
had been
been identif
identified
effective
The problem
ied as effecti
ve presidents.
presidents. The
proble m
with this
ch is
that such
with
this approa
approach
is that
such studie
studiess strong
strongly
mirror
expected
characteristics,
ly mirror expected charac teristi cs,
corres
ponding to
period of time
corresponding
to the
the period
time in which
conducted."
which each
each study
study was condu
cted. 73
Studie
that conce
ntrate on behav
iors, such
Studiess that
concentrate
behaviors,
whetherer presidents
such as wheth
presidents should
should fofocus
on
goals,
vision
,
planni
ng, or motiv
ating people
cus on goals, vision, planning,
motivating
people to action,
fall into
into similar
action, fall
simila r
traps.
reflect people's
people's expectations
expectations or perceptions,
traps. These
These studie
studiess reflect
than testtestperceptions, rather
rather than
ing
effecti
ve
behav
ior
by
lookin
ing effective behavior
lookingg at how
how behav
behavior
certainn outcom
outcomes.
ior affects
affects certai
es. If
If
expectations of
traits and
and behav
iors differ
expectations
of traits
behaviors
differ by campu
campuss climate
and cultur
culturee as
well
climate and
as well
as
they often
often do),
do), then
then the
identified traits
as time
time (as
Casthey
the identified
traits and
of effective
and behaviors
behaviors of
effective
presid
ents
will
individual expectations
expectations within
presidents will vary
vary with
with individual
within the
the setting
setting, , but
they
may
but they may
not
be
correl
ated
with
chang
e
or
effecti
veness
not be correlated with change
effectiveness. . These
These studie
studies,s, for
for examp
example,
do not
le, do
not
look
ic presidential
presidential outcom
es and
look at
at specif
specific
outcomes
and measu
measure
behaviors
against
re traits
traits or behav
iors agains t
others to
to see
see which
which traits
achieved certain
certai n outcom
others
traits achieved
outcomes
Many studies
es or goals.
goals. Many
studie s of
of
presid
ential
behav
ior
ned the
presidential behavior have exami
examined
being task
orienteded or
or
the importance
importance of being
task orient
relatio
nally oriented.
oriented. While
vary by campus
relationally
While finding
findingss vary
most studies
campus context,
context, most
studies sugsuggest
that
presid
ents
need
to
balanc
an empha
gest that presidents need
balancee an
emphasis
tasks and
and demsis on completing
completing tasks
demonstra
ting outcomes
outcomes with
need to build
onstrating
with a need
build relationships
and effectively
relationships and
effectively manage
manag e aa
variety
of
stakeh
olders
;
in
the
end
such studies
variety of stakeholders;
the end such
reveal little
little about
about effective
studies reveal
effective
behavi
behaviors.P'
ors. 74
Research has
has generated
generated some
sus regard
Research
some consen
consensus
regarding
certainn qualiti
qualities
ing certai
es that
that tend
tend
to
be
identif
ied
as
impor
tant across
across any
to be identified as important
any institu
institutional
setting, , such
such as
trustworthitional setting
as trustw orthiness;
y; respec
ness; fairnes
fairness;s; honest
honesty;
respect,t, or treatin
treatingg people
with dignity;
credpeople with
dignity; caring;
caring; and
and cred75
ibility
or
integri
ty.
The
impor
tance of qualities
qualities such
ibility or integrity,?5 The importance
such as credibility
credibility and
and integrity
integr ity
sugges
ents must
must be clear
suggeststs that
that presid
presidents
clear about
about their
their values
values and
act
authentically;
and act authen tically ;
they
jeopardize their
their effecti
veness if they
they will
will jeopardize
effectiveness
are perceived
as lacking
they are
perceived as
lacking these
these
qualities.
qualities.
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Overall,
search for universal
universal traits
traits and
proven to be parpar~
Overall, the
the search
and qualities
qualities has
has not
not proven

ticularly helpful.
helpful. Instead,
Instead, such
time- and
and contextual-specific
ticularly
such studies
studies tend
tend to offer
offer timecontextual-specific
insights. Yet, as a set,
set, certain
certain themes
themes do appear
appear vital
vital to understanding
understanding presidenpresideninsights.
tial
effectiveness:
honesty,
integrity,
and
respect,
for
example,
seem
to
transcend
hal effectiveness: honesty, integrity, and respect,
example, seem
transcend
context, stakeholder,
stakeholder, and
and institutional
institutional type.
type.
context,
An ongoing
ongoing debate
debate in presidential
presidential leadership
leadership literature
literature is whether
whether presidents
presidents
76
should play
playaa transformational
transformational or transactional
transactional leadership
leadership role.
role." Transactional
Transactional
should
leadership
leader-follower exchange,
resources, releadership focuses
focuses on
on leader-follower
exchange, such
such as allocating
allocating resources,
wards,
processes; creating
priorities; and
wards, or status;
status; controlling
controlling budgetary
budgetary processes;
creating priorities;
and estabestablishing accountability
structures. Transformational
Transformational leadership,
lishing
accountability and
and assessment
assessment structures.
leadership,
alternatively,
leaders who
alternatively, involves
involves leaders
who interact
interact with
with followers
followers in ways that
that appeal
appeal to
their higher
needs and
and aspirations.
aspirations. They
They motivate
motivate others
others by connecting
connecting through
their
higher needs
through
higher
Bensimon, Neumann,
Neumann, and
higher moral
moral purposes.
purposes. Bensimon,
and Birnbaum
Birnbaum argue
argue that
that transactransactional
in higher
given
tional leadership
leadership might
might be the
the more
more effective
effective approach
approach in
higher education,
education, given
the
nts and
organizational contexts
the relationships
relationships between
between preside_
preside.nts
and faculty
faculty and
and the
the organizational
contexts
in which
which they
they must
must work
work (such
(such as loose coupling),
coupling), as a more
directive influence
influence
in
more directive
by
not be effective.7
that presidents
should rely on
by a president
president may not
effective." 7 They
They believe
believe that
presidents should
exchange,
exchange, rather
rather than
than a higher
higher calling,
calling, and
and be influential
influential through
through ongoing
ongoing organorganallocation of reizational
izational activities
activities such
such as the
the yearly
yearly budgetary
budgetary process,
process, the
the allocation
wards,
wards, and
and accountability
accountability structures.
structures. Other
Other studies,
studies, however,
however, suggest
suggest that
that effective
an overarching
fective presidents
presidents can
can be transformational
transformational by creating
creating an
overarching vision
vision for
the
playing a role in its overall
overall guidance
motivating
the campus,
campus, playing
guidance and
and direction
direction by motivating
and inspiring,
inspiring, and
and demonstrating
demonstrating commitment
commitment for moving.
forward in a new
new
and
moving. forward
78
direction.
recent studies
dtrectton.I" A middle
middle ground
ground exists,
exists, and
and recent
studies demonstrate
demonstrate that
that effective
tive presidents
presidents use
use both
both transactional
transactional and
and transformational
transformational approaches.
approaches. For
example,
presidents who
example. we examined
examined college
college presidents
who are
are successful
successful in advancing
advancing camcampuswide
puswide diversity
diversity agendas
agendas and
and found
found that
that such
such presidents
presidents articulate
articulate a preferpreference
could be described
ence for strategies
strategies that
that could
described as transformational,
transformational, but
but that
that they
they
were
sed both
transactional and
transformawere much
much more
more effective
effective when
when they
they u·
used
both transactional
and transformational
tional approaches.
approaches,"?79 These
These presidents
presidents recognize
recognize that
that different
different stakeholders
stakeholders respond to different
both are
needed. They
They found
the
spond
different approaches,
approaches, and
and that
that both
are needed.
found that
that the
appropriateness
certain approaches
appropriateness of certain
approaches is often
often tied
tied to the
the stage
stage of the
the change
change
efforts.
efforts. For instance,
instance, when
when a campus
campus is initially
initially starting
starting a concerted
concerted effort
effort to
advance
inspire (transformational
advance campus
campus diversity,
diversity, strategies
strategies that
that inspire
(transformational leadership)
leadership)
are
advances in its efforts,
are necessary.
necessary. As the
the campus
campus advances
efforts, more
more transactional
transactional leaderleadership
ship is necessary,
necessary. using
using rewards
rewards and
and accountability
accountability structures.
structures. Our
OUf study
study also
also
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reinfo
rces the
tance of thinki
reinforces
the impor
importance
thinkingng about
about effecti
effectiveness
varyingg by
by stakestakeveness as varyin
holder, phase
conte xt-ag ain reinfo
holder,
phase of
of chang
change.e, and
and cultur
culturalal context-again
reinforcing
contingency
rcing contin gency
approa
ches to leader
approaches
leadership.
ship.
While
es of
ction and
While theori
theories
of transa
transaction
and transf
transformation
suggestt that
leadership
ormat ion sugges
that leader
ship is
is
more
than
behav
ior
or
traits,
ve theorie
more than behavior
traits, cogniti
cognitive
theoriess of leader
leadership
focus specif
specifically
on
ship focus
ically on
the
ents make
the ways
ways presid
presidents
make sense
sense of and
and shape
shape under
understanding
within aa campus.
standi ng within
campu s.
Cogni
tive theori
es exami
ne the
Cognitive
theories
examine
the sociall
sociallyy constr
constructed
world of
of organ
organizations.s''
ucted world
ization s. 80
The
se of
such approa
ches is that
that organi
The premi
premise
of such
approaches
organizations
consistt of
of events
events and
and acaczations consis
tions
that
are
open
to
interp
retatio
tions that are open to interpretation:n: What
What does it mean
mean when
when the
the presid
president
is
ent is
away
away from
from campu
campuss for
for a month
month while
while fund
fund raising
raising?? Does
Does it mean
he
or
she
is
mean he or she is aa
diseng
aged
or
absent
leader
,
or
that
disengaged or absent leader,
that he or she is cultiva
cultivating
important
donorss for
for
ting impor
tant donor
neede
rt? Is openin
neededd and
and desire
desiredd suppo
support?
openingg a state-o
state-of-the-art
student t recrea
recreation
cenf-the-art studen
tion center
good thing?
probably depen
ds on wheth
ter aagood
thing? It
It probably
depends
whetherer the
the institu
institution
traditionaltion serves
serves traditi
onalage,
ntial studen
wheth er studen
age, reside
residential
studentsts or whether
studentsts are
are only on campu
campuss for
classes.
for classes. AcAction
and
behav
ior
thus
procee
d
from
cognit
tion and behavior thus proceed from cognition.
Shapingg and
and understanding
the
ion. Shapin
under standi ng the
meani
ng and
ion associ
ated with
meaning
and cognit
cognition
associated
with ambig
ambiguous
and uncer
uncertain
elements
of
uous and
tain eleme
nts of
campu
campuss life is the
the center
centerpiece
this approa
approach.
piece of this
ch.
One of
One
of the
the larges
largestt studie
studiess of colleg
collegee presid
presidents
examined
presidents
apents exami
ned how
how presid
ents approach
view their
zations, and
and people
proach and
and view
their organi
organizations,
people's's action
actionss within
them,
through
within them, throug h
archet
ypes: bureau
cratic, colleg
ial, politic
al, and
archetypes:
bureaucratic,
collegial,
political,
and syrnboltc.s'
Leaders
using aa bubusymbolic. 81 Leade
rs using
reaucr
atic frame
their campu
ses throug
reaucratic
frame observ
observee their
campuses
throughh a lens of struct
structure
and
organiure and organ ization
on to
ies, and
zation,, pay
pay attenti
attention
to goals
goals and
and priorit
priorities,
and invoke
invoke authority
and contro
control.l.
authority and
Leade
rs using
ial frame
Leaders
using aa colleg
collegial
frame focus on people
people,, relatio
relationships,
team buildi
building,
nships, team
ng,
consen
sus, and
loyalty. Leade
rs using
consensus,
and loyalty.
Leaders
using a politic
political
frame see the
the inhere
inherentnt politic
politicss of
of
al frame
organi
zations, build
as, mobili
ze coalitions,
coalitions, and
organizations,
build agend
agendas,
mobilize
negotiation
and
and focus on negoti
ation and
conflic
ents using
using a symbolic
symbolic frame
conflict.t. Lastly,
Lastly, presid
presidents
frame focus on missio
mission,
vision,, valvaln, vision
ues,
ls, stories
ues, symbo
symbols,
stories,, and
and the
the history
history of the
the institu
institution.
Birnbaum's
sugtion. Birnba
um's research
resear ch suggests
sity presidents
presidents see the
gests that
that most
most colleg
collegee and
and univer
university
the world
world throug
throughh one
one or
two
or two
82
82
sets
of
assum
ptions
or
frames
ular, presidents
particular,
tend to focus
on viewing
sets of assumptions or frames.. In partic
presidents tend
focus on
viewi ng
the
zation and
people throug
the organi
organization
and its
its people
throughh the
the bureau
bureaucratic
framework
and
on apapcratic frame
work and on
proach
ing
their
work
in
a
linear
and
proaching their work in a linear and mostly
mostly ration
rationalal fashio
fashion.
However,
his ren. Howe
ver, his
research
strated that
that leader
search also
also demon
demonstrated
leaderss were
were consid
considered
more effecti
effective
by
stakeered more
ve by stakeholder
holderss when
when they
they used
used three
three or more
more lenses
lenses,, invoki
invoking
greater r cognitive
ng greate
cogni tive
compl
exity.
complexitv
Presid
ents' cognit
ive approa
ches shape
Presidents'
cognitive
approaches
shape how
how they
they go about
about particular
activipartic ular activities,
such
as
budge
ting,
planni
ng, or leadin
ties, such as budgeting, planning,
leadingg chang
change.e. Pamel
Pamelaa Eddy, for
for example,
examp le,
identi
fied how
lic frame
identified
how leader
leaderss who
who have
have a symbo
symbolic
framework
tend to appro
approach
change e
work tend
ach chang
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visionary activity,
activity, whereas
whereas bureaucratic
bureaucratic leaders
leaders tend
tend to rely
rely on planning
planning
as a visionary
processes
and documents.
documents.F'83 Kezar,
Kezar, Eckel,
Eckel, and
and Contreras-McGavin
Contreras-McGavin
demonprocesses and
demon-

strated
college presidents
presidents were
strated how
how college
were more
more successful
successful in advancing
advancing diversity
diversity
84
agendas
. Because
agendas when
when they
they applied
applied all four
four frames
frames.P'
Because such
such change
change typically
typically
involves
the use
multiple strategies
strategies from
from all frameworks,
frameworks, presidents
presidents who
who do
involves the
use of multiple
not
not adopt
adopt complex
complex approaches
approaches have
have limited
limited effectiveness
effectiveness in advancing
advancing their
their
agendas.
agendas.
identified the
importance of cognitive
cognitive complexity
complexity
Since so many
many studies
studies have identified
the importance
in
since few presidents
in relation
relation to presidential
presidential success,
success, and
and since
presidents appear
appear to develop
ease
the unit
ease in using
using multiple
multiple frames
frames, , researchers
researchers have shifted
shifted the
unit of analysis
analysis from
an
an individual
individual leader
leader to a team
team of leaders.
leaders. A single
single individual
individual may rarely
rarely possess
possess
all of the
the skills
skills and
and knowledge
knowledge required
required to be an
an effective
effective leader.
leader. Leadership
Leadership
teams
an avenue
teams provide
provide an
avenue for creating
creating greater
greater presidential
presidential effectiveness
effectiveness by capitalcapitalpeople
might be good working
working with
with
izing
izing on different
different people's
people's strengths-some
strengths-some
people might
others
individuals can
influence instituothers and
and developing
developing relationships,
relationships, different
different individuals
can influence
institutional
politics, others
while still
still others
tional politics,
others can
can effectively
effectively examine
examine data,
data, while
others can
can communicate
and translate
information in effective
effective ways to the
municate and
translate information
the campus
campus community.
community.
can be much
more effective
Bensimon
and Neumann
Bensimon and
Neumann propose
propose that
that presidents
presidents can
much more
effective if
they
they work
work in "real"
"real" leadership
leadership teams
teams (as opposed
opposed to illusionary
illusionary teams),
teams), using
using exexamples
such
as
working
with
the
presidential
cabinet
and
capitalizing
on
greater
amples such
working with the presidential cabinet and capitalizing
greater
expertise
expertise throughout
throughout the
the institution.
institution.f'!85 They
They encourage
encourage college
college and
and university
university
presidents
the image
invested in a single
single
presidents to move
move beyond
beyond the
image of leadership
leadership as being
being invested
individual and
and to conceptualize
process. Their
Their research
individual
conceptualize leadership
leadership as a group
group process.
research on
that teams
presidential
teams demonstrates
presidential leadership
leadership teams
demonstrates that
teams can
can develop
develop and
and leverage
leverage
greater
the teams
greater cognitive
cognitive complexity
complexity and
and be more
more effective,
effective, but
but only
only if the
teams act
act in
what
outlines many
characwhat the
the authors
authors call
call "authentic
"authentic ways." Their
Their study
study outlines
many of the
the characteristics
needed to develop
teristics needed
develop real leadership
leadership teams,
teams, such
such as ensuring
ensuring that
that criticism
criticism
people feel
is embraced,
building relationships
embraced, building
relationships among
among the
the team
team members
members so that
that people
free
president is truly
free to share
share information,
information, guaranteeing
guaranteeing that
that the
the president
truly open
open to sharing
challenged, and
the importance
ing power
power and
and being
being challenged,
and recognizing
recognizing the
importance of the
the colleccollective
members make
together. They
real
tive sense
sense leadership
leadership team
team members
make together.
They also
also note
note that
that real
leadership
leadership teams
teams fit into
into the
the unique
unique culture
culture and
and context
context of
of higher
higher education
education that
that
has
intellectual
has traditionally
traditionally been
been based
based on consensus,
consensus, collaboration,
collaboration, and
and an
an intellectual
environment.
environment.
A variety
industry also demonstrate
the value
variety of studies
studies from
from business
business and
and industry
demonstrate the
value and
and
importance
importance of team-based
team-based or shared
shared models
models of leadership.
leadershtp.w86 This
This research
research confirms
that successful
create leadership
teams (such
(such as presidential
presidential
firms that
successful leaders
leaders not
not only create
leadership teams
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Peter
Kezar
and Adrianna
Adrianna Kezar

cabinets),
demonstrate how
how people
people througho
cabinets), but
but also demonstrate
throughoutut the
the organization
organization should
should
be
part of a shared
leadership process.
process. In
be seen
seen as
as part
shared leadership
In the
the case
of
higher
education,
this
case higher education , this
would
include
rank-and-file faculty
faculty as well
would include rank-and-file
staff. Leadershi
Leadership,p, through
well as staff.
through this
this
framework, is
is aa collective
collective activity
activity (rather
framework,
(rather than
that
is
distributed
than a position)
position) that
distribute d
among members
members of an
an organization.
organization. Within
among
Within these
leadership,p, facthese approaches
approaches to leadershi
faculty
more authority
ulty and
and staff
staff are
are delegated
delegated more
authority when
show
promise
of
creating
when they
they show promise of creating
an important
importan t change
change for the
the campus
campus and
and playing
an
leadership role.
addition,
playing a leadership
role. In
In addition,
effective
effective presidents
presidents identify
identify individua
individualsls throughout
who
througho ut the
the institution
institutio n who can
can be
be
effective
leaders;
the
president's role
role is to foster
effective leaders; the president's
foster this
inthis leadership.
leadership. Business
Business and
and industry are
down hierarchical
dustry
are increasing
increasinglyly breaking
breaking down
and creating
hierarchical structures
structure s and
creating crosscrossfunctiona
l
teams
with
more delegated
delegated authority
functional teams with more
decisions, in
in order
authority for decisions,
order to
to more
more
effectively
meet the
the institutio
effectively meet
the mission
mission of the
institution.n. In
traditional l hierarIn many
many ways,
ways, traditiona
hierarchical companie
adopting practices
practices that
chical
companiess are
are adopting
that look
look very
very much
much like
like the
the ways
ways in
in
which
academic organizations
organizations work.
Presidents become
which academic
work. Presidents
become highly
on and
highly dependent
dependen t on
and
interdepe
ndent with
the expertise
interdependent
with the
expertise of their
their team
team members
members and
and the
the distributed
distribute d
leadership groups
groups they
they create
create within
within the
leadership
Senge's work
on ororthe organization.
organization. Peter
Peter Senge's
work on
ganizatio
nal
learning
and
effective
organizat
ganizationallearning
and effective organizations
further suggests
ions further
suggests that
that the
the traditraditional role
role of the
authority figure
figure (as embodied
tional
the authority
embodied within
within executive
executive positions)
positions) needs
needs
to change
change so
so that
the leadership
capacities of others
to
that the
leadership capacities
others in
the organization
can
in the
organizat ion can
87
87
grow.
While
research has
has been
been conducted
conducted to date
little research
trends
grow. While little
date regarding
regarding these
these trends
within
within higher
higher education
education, , literature
literature from
from other
that
effectiveness
other sectors
sectors suggests
suggests that effectiveness
can
presidents see themselves
can be
be increased
increased when
when presidents
themselves as one
one leader
leader among
among many
many
througho ut the
throughout
the campus.
campus.
As
set, these
leadership provide
As aa set,
these theories
theories of leadership
insight into
into presidential
provide insight
presidential effectiveeffectiveness
used in combinat
ion, can
can help
help us better
ness and,
and, used
combination,
better understand
understan d the
the complexities
complexities of
of
what
makes
presidents
successfu
Presidents must
what makes presidents successful.l. Presidents
fully aware
must analyze
analyze and
and be fully
aware of
of
the
multiple contexts
ents in
the multiple
contexts and
and environm
environments
which they
they
in which
they operate.
operate. In
In a word,
word, they
must
anthropologists. They
They must
must also
must be
be anthropologists.
also balance
balance tasks
and relationsh
relationshipip building.
building.
tasks and
They
to examine
examine and
and understand
understan d organizat
They need
need to
organizations,
and people
people in
ions, problems,
problems, and
in
complex ways
ways that
that lead
complex actions.
actions. And
complex
lead to complex
build effective
effective leadleadAnd they
they need
need to build
ership teams,
teams, as well
well as distribute
ership
distribute leadership
leadership by helping
helping to identify
identify and
and develop
develop
leaders
througho ut the
the campus.
Given today's
today's complex
leaders throughout
campus. Given
contradictory
complex and
and contradic tory envienvironment,
contingen
approaches are
are particular
ronment, contingencycy approaches
particularlyly important,
that
importan t, suggesting
suggesting that
what it
it takes
effective leader
leader depends
what
takes to be an effective
depends on
time
on stakeholder
stakeholder expectations,
expectations, time
period, and
and institutio
period,
institutional
context.
nal context.
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The Pipeline
Pipeline for Tomorrow's Presidents
Presidents
the presidency
As this
this chapter
chapter has
has shown,
shown, the
presidency is important.
important. It can
can be a challenging
challenging
position, and theories
theories on what constitutes
constitutes effective
effective leadership are evolving.
evolving. Howposition,
ever, the
the presidency
the greatest
greatest challenge
challenge of the
presidency in the
the future
future may
may simply
simply be having
having
talented
without
talented leaders
leaders in this
this position;
position; higher
higher education
education may quickly
quickly find
find itself
itself without
necessary talent
talent pool at the top. Forty-nine
Forty-nine percent of all presidents are aged
the necessary
88
In consixty-one or older and quickly approaching traditional retirement
sixty-one
retirement age. 88
trast, twenty
twenty years ago only 14 percent
percent of presidents fell within
this age group. In
within this
the last
last five years,
years, the
average length
length of presidential
has jumped
the
the average
presidential tenure
tenure has
jumped from a
fifteen-year
fifteen-year running
running average of 6.8 years to 8.5 years, indicating
indicating that a larger
larger
share of presidents are likely to leave the presidency in the near future, and those
who traditionally
traditionally might have stepped
who
stepped down have remained in the positions
positions longer. Combined,
that higher
may well
well be
Combined, these
these two
two factors
factors suggest
suggest that
higher education
education may
he facing a large-scale
turnover in the presidency.
large-scale turnover
To look for
for the next generation
generation of presidents, one has to look at today's
today's chief
administrative officers.
officers. Forty percent
percent of first-time presidents come
come from CAO
CAO
administrative
positions,
offices (such as student
positions, compared
compared with
with 23
23 percent
percent from nonacademic
nonacademic offices
17 percent from outside
outside of higher
higher educaaffairs, development,
development, or administration),
administration), 17percent
tion,
tion, 16
16 percent
percent from other academic
academic affairs positions,
positions, and 5 percent
percent from chair
faculty positions.
posttions."? 89 Given that the CAO position is the most likely prior posior faculty
tion
new presidents, two key questions
tion for new
questions emerge: What are the presidential
presidential aspirations
pirations of this group? And how well suited are their positions
positions as a training
training
ground for the
the presidency?
presidency?
ground
A problem exists in that less than one-t~ird
of CAOs
national study
one-t~irdof
CAOs in a recent national
indicated
such intenindicated that they intend
intend to seek a presidency; 45 percent have no such
tion, and the remaining
remaining 25 percent
percent are undecided."
Furthermore, only
only 25 perpertion,
undecided. 9 Furthermore,
cent of female CAOs report presidential
presidential aspirations, and another
cent
another 28 percent
percent report
port being
being undecided
undecided about
about seeking
seeking a presidency.
presidency. One-third
One-third of male
male CAOs have
presidential
presidential ambitions,
ambitions, and 23
23 percent are undecided.
undecided. Forty-eight percent
percent of African
rican American
American CAOs report presidential
presidential aspirations, as do 35 percent
percent of Asian
American
Hispanic CAOs. While
percentages are
American CAOs and 34 percent
percent of Hispanic
While these
these percentages
higher
the aspirations
higher than
than the
aspirations of white
white CAOs (28%),
(28%), minorities
minorities hold
hold only
only 15
'5 percent
percent
of all CAO positions,
positions, meaning
meaning that only a few CAOs are members
of
members of minority
minority
groups
groups and have presidential
presidential ambitions.
ambitions.?'91 The·lack
The-lack of interest
interest in pursuing
pursuing a presipresipresidency may
may not
not be adedency
dency suggests
suggests that
that the
the traditional
traditional pipeline
pipeline to the
the presidency
quate
quate to meet
meet the expected
expected demand
demand for new presidents.
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The
The top
top reason
reasonss CAOs
CAOs give for not
not being
being intere
interested
are that
sted in aa presidency
presid ency are
that
they
view
the
natur
e
of
presid
ential
they view the nature of presidential work
work as unapp
unappealing,
are ready
ready to
to retire
retire, , are
are
ealing , are
conce
rned about
nds of the
concerned
about the
the time
time dema
demands
the position,
don't want
want to
to live
live in
in aa fishfishposition, don't
bowl,
return to teach
ing or resear
bowl, and
and want
want to
to return
teaching
research.
Minority
CAOs are
are more
more likely
likely
ch. Mino
rity CAOs
to
repor
t
wanti
ng
return to acade
mic work
to report wanting to
to return
academic
work than
than white
white CAOs
CAOs (29%
(29% versu
versuss
20%), and
rns about
20%),
and to
to have
have more
more conce
concerns
about the
the searc
searchh proce
processss than
than their
their white
white
count
erpar
ts
(13%
ared with
counterparts (13% as
as comp
compared
with 3%).
3%). Fema
Female
and male
male CAOs
CAOs give
give simil
similarar
le and
answe
rs, excep
more likely
answers,
exceptt that
that men
men are
are more
likely to think
as too
too old
old to
to be
be
think of themselves
thems elves as
92
consid
ered.
CAOs
who
alent about
considered.f- CAOs who are ambiv
ambivalent
about seekin
seekingg a presidency
presid ency give
give similar
simila r
reason
ency- uncer tainty about
reasonss to
to those
those not
not seekin
seekingg a presid
presidency-uncertainty
about the
the natur
naturee of
of the
the
work,
conce
rns
about
balan
cing family
work, concerns about balancing
family and
and job dema
demands,
the draw
draw of
of the
the
nds, and
and the
classr
classroom."
oom.93
The
ion asks,
exten t are
The secon
secondd quest
question
asks, to what
what extent
are possible
future presid
presidents
prepossible future
ents prepared
to
lex leader
ship position?
pared to assum
assumee this
this comp
complex
leadership
Recentt data
data about
about CAOs
CAOs imimposition? Recen
plies
that
their
curre
nt
positi
on
partia lly prepa
plies that their current position only
only partially
prepares
them for the
the presidency.'"
res them
presidency. 94
On
ve side,
institu tional persp
On the
the positi
positive
side, they
they have an
an institutional
perspective
(as
compared
with aa
ective (as comp ared with
dean)
,
and
their
portfo
lio,
while
direct
ly focuse
dean), and their portfolio, while directly
focusedd on acade
academic
affairss (inclu
(including
mic affair
ding
resear
ch at
tions with
research
at institu
institutions
with that
that activi
activity
their missio
mission),
often touch
touches
on
physty in their
n), often
es on physical
tructu re via
ooms and
and labora
ical infras
infrastructure
via classr
classrooms
laboratories;
large portio
portionn of
of an
an institu
institu-tories ; a large
tion's
acade mic activi
tion's budge
budgett is
is linked
linked to academic
activities
and perso
personnel.
However,
while
the
ties and
nnel. Howe
ver, while the
presid
ency is
ally focuse
d, CAOs spend
presidency
is extern
externally
focused,
spend little
little time
time on extern
externalal activi
activities.
ties.
For
ple, 72
perce nt of CAOs repor
For exam
example,
72 percent
reportt little
little or no time
time on
on fund
fund raisin
raisingg (the
(the
presid
ents' top
perce nt spend
presidents'
top use
use of
of time);
time); 75
75 percent
spend little
little or no time
time on
on alumn
alumni i relations;
relatio ns;
58
corpo rate relatio
58 perce
percentnt spend
spend little
little or
or no time
time on
on corporate
relations
developns or economic
econo mic develo
pment;
nt spend
spend little
ment; and
and 64
64 perce
percent
little or no time
time on gover
government
relations,
all
impor-nmen t relations, all impor
tant
ential activities.
activities. These
tant presid
presidential
These findin
findings
suggestst that
CAOs have
have never
never
gs do not
not sugge
that CAOs
had
these
respon
sibilities, as many
bly have (one-t
had these responsibilities,
many proba
probably
(one-third
previously
served
as
hird previo
usly serve d as
dean,
a
positi
on
that
often
has
sizabl
e
extern
dean, a position that often
sizable externalal activit
activities),
but their
their skills
skills may
may be
ies), but
be
aa bit
ency. Furth
bit rusty
rusty by
by the
the time
time they
they ascen
ascendd to a presid
presidency.
Furthermore,
differences
do
ermor e, differ
ences do
exist
tions. For examp
le, CAOs at docto
exist across
across types
types of
of institu
institutions.
example,
doctorate-granting
instirate-g rantin g institution
tutionss are
are much
much more
more likely
likely to spend
spend a mode
moderate
significant
amountnt of
time
rate to signif
icant amou
of time
fund
rate relations
relations and
%),
on
fund raisin
raisingg (62%)
(62%),, on
on corpo
corporate
and econo
economic
development
(5
mic devel opme nt (51%)
1 , on
gover
nmen
t
relatio
ns
(50%)
,
alumn i relatio
government relations (50%), and
and on alumni
relations
than their
their count
Counterns (45%) than
erparts
of institu
tions. Only
parts at
at other
other types
types of
institutions.
Only CAOs from
from associ
associate's-degree
colleges
ate's-degree colleg
es
spend
rate relatio
ns and
spend more
more time
time on
on corpo
corporate
relations
and econo
economic
(61%). Nevmic development
devel opme nt (61%).
Neverthel
ess, most
tant exper
ertheless,
most CAOs
CAOs do
do not
not gain
gain impor
important
experiences
and tested
tested skills
skills on
on
iences and
these
typical presid
ential activi
these typical
presidential
activities.
ties.
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impormost imporExternal activities
activities are only part of the presidential
presidential portfolio.
portfolio. The most
managetant institutional
activities for presidents
budgeting and financial
financial manage~
presidents are budgeting
institutional activities
Although many
personnel.95 Although
ment,
strategic planning,
relations, and
and personnel."
many CAOs
board relations,
planning, board
ment, strategic
instipersonnel issues, only CAOs from doctorate-granting
with personnel
have experience
experience with
doctorate-granting institutions noted strategic planning and budgeting as one of the top three presidentialpresidential-

report spending
Instead, CAOs report
time. 96 Instead,
their time,"
type
activities on
which they
they spend
spend their
spending
on which
type activities
accreditacurriculum and academic programs; accountability,
accountability, accreditatime on curriculum
the most time
tion,
assessment (master's, baccalaureate, associate's, and special
special focus CAOs);
CAOs);
tion, and assessment
that
topics that
(baccalaureate CAOs)-all
and hiring,
hiring, promoting,
faculty (baccalaureate
CAOs)-all topics
retiring faculty
and retiring
promoting, and
and
presidents
concerns.
presidents do not report as their concerns.
suggest that if the next generation
presidents are to come
come from
generation of presidents
The data suggest
CAO positions,
there
is
much
work
be
both
ensure
that
they
want to
they
that
ensure
both
to
done
to
positions,
become
well prepared
the challenges
the posichallenges of the
prepared for the
they are well
that they
and that
presidents and
become presidents
must hit the ground
tion.
new leaders must
discussed earlier, the stakes are high and new
tion. As discussed
running,
because even minor mistakes
mistakes can have potentially
potentially large consequences.
consequences.
running, because
most in line for such posiFirst, the nature of the presidency
presidency is unappealing
unappealing to most
positions.
dynamics of the job, the press of the external
external environment,
environment, and the
tions. The dynamics
the presidency
nonnegotiable. The work of the
mostly nonnegotiable.
activities of presidents
presidency is
presidents are mostly
activities
the demands
difficult to change,
change, if not
impossible, given
given the
demands and
and dynamics
dynamics highnot impossible,
difficult
and
given to the
lighted throughout
throughout this
this chapter.
chapter. However,
However, more
more attention
attention given
the joys and
lighted
presidenbenefits
may be helpful
helpful in convincing
convincing CAOs to seek
seek presidenpresidency may
the presidency
benefits of the
presidents is not a comprehenposition of presidents
most common
cies. Second,
Second, the most
common prior position
cies.
training ground for the presidency; however, as leadership
leadership is more widely
sive training
better prepare them
meaningful experiences
shared, others will
experiences to better
them for
for
will have more meaningful
shared,
beyond
look
presidential
with presidential
presidential ambitions
ambitions must
responsibilities. CAOs with
presidential responsibilities.
them well
will serve them
their responsibilities
responsibilities to gain additional experiences
experiences that will
well as
their
position to include
presidents. Concerned
Concerned presidents can craft the CAO
CAO position
include more
presidents.
encouragetime and encourage~
enough time
presidential-like activities,
presidential-like
activities, or give their provosts enough
the tradioutside of their job. Third, the
ment to develop skills and gain experiences
ment
experiences outside
tradiemerging needs.
meet emerging
presidency seems
pipeline to the presidency
tional
tional pipeline
seems to be insufficient
insufficient to meet
needs.
pipeline are necessary,
More intentional
intentional efforts to develop a deeper, more robust pipeline
necessary,
More
those
convince those
attention is required to convince
particularly
particularly for people
people of color, and more attention
women.
particularly women.
presidencies, particularly
already
pipeline to seek presidencies,
already at the top of the pipeline
developed. Trajectories
presidency could be developed.
Fourth, alternative
alternative pathways to the presidency
Fourth,
academia, while
inside and outside of academia,
from other
other positions
positions both inside
while insufficient
insufficient
from
training
potentially viable
viable avenues
avenues into
own, may open other potentially
grounds on their own,
training grounds
must be convinced
the top position.
the
position. Boards and search committees
committees must
convinced to look
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broadly at candidates and focus on
skills, acco
broadly at candidates and focus on skills,
accomplishments,
experiences
mplishments, and
and exp
erie nces
rath er than only on positions held. 97
rather than only on positions held." However,
about
pathHowever, thinking
thin king broadly
broadly about the
the
path ways to the presidency does not disregar
ways to the presidency does not disregardd acad
academic
experience
and aa deep
deep awareemic expe
rience and
awa reness of acad
ness
academic
culture.
emic cult
ure.

Con
clusion: Tow
ard a Future
Fut ure of Sha
Conclusion:
Toward
Shared
Leadership
red Lea
dership
As this chap ter has demonstrated, the
presidency is an
As this chapter has demonstrated, the presidency
an imp
important
orta nt and
and influential
influ enti al
position that mus t lead, manage, com
municate, insp
position that
must lead, manage, communicate,
inspire,
and
shape,
as well as
ire, and shape, as
well as
achieve all of the othe r elements desc
ribed above.
achieve all of the other elements described
effectiveness
individuals
above. The
The effe
ctiveness of
of indi vidu als
in the presidency depends very much
on thei
in the presidency depends very much on
theirr abili
ability
meett the
the expectations
ty to
to mee
expe ctat ions of
of
diverse stakeholders in a fluid context,
diverse
stakeholders in a fluid context, rather
instance,
act or
or behave
rath er than,
than , for
for insta
nce, to
to act
beha
ve
in a part icul ar way. However, the pres
idency will
in a particular way. However, the presidency
to evol
evolve,
and one
one can
will continue
continue to
ve, and
can
expect the job to become more complex
expect the job to become more complex,, with
with high
higher
stakes
and more
er stak
es and
more pressure
pres sure to
to
succ
succeed.
eed.
Effective presidential leadership in the
Effective presidential leadership in the futu
future
individual's
re may depend
depend on
on an
an indi
vidual's
ability to leverage an integrated, shar
ed lead
ability to leverage an integrated, shared
leadership
approach
that
encourages
coership appr
oach that encourages coordinated and synergistic leadership
among man
ordinated and synergistic leadership among
manyy actors.
As
former
University
of
actors. As former University of
Michigan president James Duderstadt
notes, "lea
Michigan president James Duderstadt notes,
"leadership
is dispersed
throughout
dership is
dispersed thro
ugh out
academic
tutions, thro
ugh dep
artm ent chairs
academic insti
institutions,
through
department
and
program
directors,
deans
chairs and program directors, dean
s
and executive officers, and influenti
and executive officers, and influentialal lead
leaders
body.
ers of the
the faculty
faculty and
and student
stud ent body
.
However, in most institutions, both the
However, in most institutions, both the resp
responsibility
and auth
authority
of leadership
onsibility and
ority of
lead
ersh
ip
flow from the top of the organization
pyramid."98 Futu
flow from the top of the organizationalal pvramtd."?"
Future
ap~
re presidents
presidents may
may
approach leadership as integrated, syne
rgistic, cooperative,
proach leadership as integrated, synergistic,
cooperative, and
and collaborative,
collaborative, efeffectively moving them from the top
of the
fectively moving them from the
the pyramid
the key
key node
node on
a
netpyramid to
to the
on a network.99 Given the organizational natu
re of the
work.P? Given the organizational nature
the insti
institutions
they are
to lead,
tutions they
are trying
tryin g to
lead,
with thei r loose coupling, dual sources
of
with their loose coupling, dual Sources
authority,
and decentralized
decision
authority, and
decentralized deci
sion
making, "leadership throughout the cam
pus may be the
making, leadership
throughout the campus
to futu
future
institutional
the key to
re inst
ituti
onal
success.
be diffe
rent and
and diffi
cult is crea
success. Wha
Whatt can
can be
different
difficult
creating
among
what
ting synergies
synergies amo
ng wha
t
may
ult, isola
ted pock
may be,
be, by
by defa
default,
isolated
pockets
of
leaders.
ets leaders.
Furt herm ore, while shared governan
ce is com
Furthermore, while shared governance
common,
shared
leadership
mon, shar
ed lead
ership is
is not,
not,
and traditional forms of governance
are not
and traditional forms of governance are
for shar
shared
leadership.
not substitutes
substitutes for
ed leadership.
Shared governance typically involves
Shared governance typically involves facu
faculty
leadership
limlty in lead
ership roles,
roles, but
but it
it often
often limits thei r roles and rarely capitalizes
on
its their roles and rarely capitalizes on staff
staff and
and students
students as
as potential
potential leaders;
leaders;
however, on campuses with universit
however, on campuses with universityy asse
assemblies
rather
than faculty
mblies rath
er than
faculty senates,
sena
tes,
ther e may be a stru ctur e closer to shar
ed lead
there may be a structure closer
shared
leadership.
Structure
ership. Stru
ctur e may
may also
also limit
limi t
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impact. Second,
shared leadership
leadership involves
involves the
the delegation
delegation of authority,
authority, and
very
impact.
Second, shared
and very
little authority
authority is delegated
delegated in shared
shared governance;
governance; instead,
instead, it is often
often divided
divided or
little
limited to particular
particular topics.
Leadership often
often occurs
parallel play, rather
rather than
than
limited
topics. Leadership
occurs in parallel
integrated manner.
manner. In shared
leadership, administrators
administrators and
and faculty
faculty are
in an
an integrated
shared leadership,
are
asked to approach
approach leadership
leadership challenges
challenges much
much more
collaboratively, rather
than
asked
more collaboratively,
rather than
sequentially. While
While there
are other
other distinctions
distinctions (such
shared leadership
leadership involvsequentially.
there are
(such as shared
ing a great
great number
number of individuals
individuals and
and shared
shared governance
governance involving
involvingonly
officially
ing
only officially
the differvoted
voted or nominated
nominated individuals),
individuals), the
the above
above elements
elements provide
provide a sense
sense of the
ences
two models.
ences between
between the
the two
models.
A shared
shared leadership
leadership team
team has many
many advantages,
advantages, and
and it also overcomes
overcomes many
many
noted above
but it is challenging.
of the
the constraints
constraints noted
above for college
college presidents,
presidents, but
challenging. Shared
Shared
leadership
particularly well
the organizational
leadership is particularly
well adapted
adapted to address
address the
organizational characterischaracteristics
tics noted
noted earlier,
earlier, such
such as dual
dual sources
sources of authority,
authority, loose coupling,
coupling, and
and garbagegarbagecan
making. Moreover,
shared leadership
can decision
decision making.
Moreover, in shared
leadership environments,
environments, alternative
alternative
structures
established, which
which can
can
structures for delegating
delegating authority
authority and
and accountability
accountability are established,
take advantage
but also provide
take
advantage of loose
loose coupling,
coupling, but
provide levers to make
make these
these systems
systems
more
within a shared
approach,
more effectively
effectively integrated.
integrated. For example,
example, within
shared leadership
leadership approach,
presidents vest more
more power
power in leaders
leaders across
campus, and
they put
put accountability
accountability
presidents
across campus,
and they
systems
systems in place
place to monitor
monitor decision
decision making
making and
and its effect.
effect. These
These new
new accountaccountability
ability structures
structures might
might yield more
more decisions
decisions through
through resolution
resolution and
and less through
through
oversight.
oversight.
Shared leadership
leadership also can
can help
help better
better address
address challenges
challenges that
leaders face in
Shared
that leaders
the
pace of decision
the external
external environment.
environment. The
The rate
rate and
and pace
decision making
making has increased;
increased; a
single
single individual
individual is no longer
longer capable
capable of understanding
understanding the
the vast
vast array
array of issues
issues
that
need to increasingly
group
that face higher
higher education,
education, and
and leaders
leaders need
increasingly rely on a broad
broad group
of people
people with
with varying
varying expertise
expertise to address
address all of these
these challenges.
challenges. An
An overof
whelming number
number of tasks
whelming
tasks vie for presidential
presidential attention.
attention. As leadership
leadership is shared
shared
with more
presidents can
with
more individuals,
individuals, presidents
can delegate
delegate responsibility
responsibility to others
others and
and enensure
sure that
that they
they spend
spend their
their own
own time
time only
only on the
the most
most critical
critical issues.
issues. Second,
Second, a
shared
the institution
shared leadership
leadership model
model allows
allows the
institution to address
address a larger
larger and
and more
more diverse
verse agenda
agenda more
more effectively.
effectively. Colleges
Colleges and
and universities
universities will
will have more
more priorities,
priorities,
rather
helps to ensure
issue is being
rather than
than fewer. Shared
Shared leadership
leadership helps
ensure that
that an
an issue
being worked
worked
on
by the
though the
the president
on by
the campus,
campus, even
even though
president is not
not directly
directly addressing
addressing this
this issue.
issue.
Third, a shared
leadership model
model expands
expands the
the number
number of people
people who
embody the
the
Third,
shared leadership
who embody
values
Presidents cannot
values of the
the institution.
institution. Presidents
cannot be all things
things to all people,
people, and
and a singular
singular
focus
the president
focus on
on the
president as the
the sole embodiment
embodiment of what
what is important
important is guaranteed
guaranteed
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to disa ppoi nt man y. Diversity, access and
to disappoint
many. Diversity, access and affordability,
quality
valaffordability, and
and qual
ity are
are often
ofte n values
in conf
lict, and
and a shar
ed lead
ues that
that are
are in
conflict,
shared
leadership
approach
may
be
better
able
to
ership appr
oach may be bett er able to
cope with such disp arate priorities. Fina
cope with such disparate priorities. Finally,
leadership
team is
evolully, a lead
ership team
is aa natural
natu ral evol
ution
ry of
er educ
ation , whic
tion of
of the
the histo
history
of high
higher
education,
whichh has
has gone
from relat
relatively
small
ingone from
ively sma ll institu tions with a narr ow mission to com
stitutions with a narrow mission
complex
structures
multiple
plex corporate
corp orate struc
ture s with
with mul
tiple
miss
ions and
and aa vast
arra y of stak
eholders and
missions
vast array
stakeholders
and exte
external
rnal influences.
influences.
In conclusion, the job of the pres iden
In conclusion, the job of the president t is in flux. Pres
Presidents
iden ts of
of early
early colleges
colleges
could be and were successful as the lead
er, but
could be and were successful
leader,
but as times
changed,
so
did
the natu
nature
time s chan
ged, so did the
re
of
position. Toda
rrow, the
of the
the position.
Todayy and
and into
into tomo
tomorrow,
the effec
effectiveness
of
a
president
may
well
tiveness of a pres iden t may well
depe nd on how stron g a complex web
depend on
how strong a complex web of lead
leadership-involVing
cabinet,
ersh ip-in volv ing cabi
net, external
exte rnal
stake
holders, facu
lty, staff
and stud
ents -is created
stakeholders,
faculty,
staff,, and
students-is
for
what
Birnbaum
created for wha t Birn baum argued.
argu ed, in
in
the
inal vers
ion of this
ter, may
the orig
original
version
this chap
chapter,
may still
stilI be an
an impossible
impossible job.lOO
job. 100
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